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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Township of Langley issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) regarding Anderson Creek 
Geotechnical Engineering Consulting Services (RFP 11-106) with a closing date of August 
24, 2011.  Exp Services Inc. (exp) proposal was accepted to complete the scope of work as 
presented in the RFP.   

Anderson Creek is located on the western boundary of the Township of Langley south of the 
City of Langley.  The creek flows out of the Township of Langley into Surrey and joins with 
the Nicomekl River.  

Phase 1 of the scope of work consisted of a preliminary assessment of the Anderson Creek 
water course, including the North and West Branches, which lie within the township 
boundaries.  The preliminary assessment was to consist of a walkthrough of the study area 
to visually assess the condition of known slope failures, log jams, eroding banks and other 
potential hazards and identify and assess new slope instabilities, eroding banks, log jams, 
etc.  The purpose of our assessment was to provide recommendations for mitigation of 
potential hazards and prioritize such mitigation.  Our study was limited to the area between 
196th Street (Township of Langley Boundary) and 202A Street to the west and east 
respectively and 44th Avenue and 36th Avenue to the north and south, respectively and 
includes West Branch and Crank Creek.  For consistency with the previous reports this 
report will refer to Crank Creek as North Branch.  Our preliminary assessment was also 
based on a previous assessment completed by others and summarized in the report titled 
“Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and Channel Morphology Assessments”, dated 
September 2006.  Since the completion of the above noted report, in-stream works intended 
to stabilize slopes and mitigate erosion of the creek banks have been completed. 

2. GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW 

2.1 Desk Top Study 

Our desk top study included a review of the report “Anderson Creek Terrain Stability and 
Channel Morphology Assessments” by Hay and Company Consultants.  In addition, 
subsequent assessments and documentation regarding the design, permitting and 
construction of in-stream mitigative works were reviewed.  All reports and documentation 
were provided by the Township of Langley. 

The Hay and Company report identifies numerous features; each feature is referred to as a 
Point of Interest (POI).  The report provides photographs, approximate size, a description of 
the POI and the potential hazard (if present), recommendations for mitigation, priority and a 
cost estimate for such mitigative measures for each POI.  Each POI was located by 
stationing along Anderson Creek Mainstem with increasing chainage upstream.  Separate 
stationing was used for the North and West Branches.  In addition, the land ownership of the 
POI location is identified as Township Property, private property or School District property. 
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Subsequent assessments were completed by EBA Engineering Consultants in January 
2008 and following an extreme rainfall event in January 2009.  This review identified new log 
jams, new erosion sites and deteriorating gabion basket retaining walls.  The locations of the 
observations were based on the stationing established by the 2006 report. 

Documentation regarding in-stream mitigation of potential hazards consists of a chain of 
memos and letters from EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd. starting with a proposed stream 
maintenance program (May 2009) and ending with a construction summary (October 2009). 

The above noted information was reviewed and used to develop a field program (described 
below). 

2.2 Fieldwork 

Fieldwork consisted of a visual reconnaissance of the Anderson Creek study area by exp 
representative Evan Sykes, P.Eng. on December 6th, 9th and 12th, 2011.  Mr. Sykes was 
accompanied by Meghan Lee of the Township of Langley during the December 6th 
reconnaissance. 

A copy of the 2006 Hays and Company report was referred to during the field 
reconnaissance in order to compare existing conditions of POI’s with those described in the 
report.  Stationing marked during the 2006 assessment was largely missing and that which 
remained was unreadable.  New stationing was established based on the 2006 stationing, 
staring at the downstream end with increasing chainage upstream.  New station markings 
were placed (flagging with the stationing) at regular intervals.  The new stationing appeared 
reasonably consistent with the 2006 stationing based on locations of significant POI’s and 
remnant flagging.  The stationing was established with a hip chain as GPS proved itself to 
be unreliable within the Anderson Creek ravine.  For this report, chainage along Anderson 
Main wil be referenced by AM followed by chainage (i.e., AM 0+930); chainage along the 
North Branch will be referenced by NB followed by chainage (i.e., NB 0+500) and chainage 
along the West Branch will be referenced by WB followed by chainage (i.e., WB 0+350).  

Previous POI’s were identified, photographed and visually assessed for deterioration or 
increased hazard potential relative to the 2006 report.  New POI’s were identified, 
photographed, located and assessed for potential hazard and impacts on nearby properties.  
A summary of the Points of Interest is provided in Table A.  Referenced left and right side of 
creeks are relative to looking downstream. 

In addition, reviews of previous in-stream works intended to mitigate erosion and/or stabilize 
slopes were completed to provide a visual assessment of the effectiveness of such 
mitigative measures.  Mitigative measures generally included use of deadfall, gabion blocks, 
dead poles and slope regrading.  
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3. SITE DESCRIPTION 

The subject site is located within the Township of Langley and contains Anderson Creek, 
North Branch (also known as Crank Creek) and West Branch.  The study area is generally 
bounded by 196th Street (Surrey boundary) to the west, 202a Street (upstream end of North 
Branch) to the east, 44th Avenue to the North and 36th Avenue to the south.  Anderson 
Creek flows to the northwest with the West Branch and North Branches entering the creek 
at about Station 0+930 and Station 0+760, respectively.   

Surficial geology throughout the study area generally consisted of sand with some gravel as 
noted in numerous creek banks.  Some limited areas of gravel were also noted, which is 
consistent with outwash sediment deposits. 

3.1 Anderson Main 

Anderson Main channel ranged from about 4m in width downstream of North and West 
Branch narrowing upstream to about 2m width south of 200th Street.  The depth of the creek 
ranged from about 0.2m to about 0.4m from 36th Avenue to the Surrey boundary 
respectively.  The creek channel is generally sloped between 1% and 2% with a steeper 
area immediately downstream of the 200th Street culvert (about 4%)   

The creek flows through a valley which widens to the northwest, particularly after the creek 
is joined by the North and West Branches.  The upstream portion of the valley between 36th 
Avenue and 200th Street is generally about 30 to 40m wide from the crests of the slopes and 
6 to 8m in height.  The portion of the valley from 200th Street to the confluence of the North 
and West Branches is about 50 to 100m wide from the crests of the slopes and about 12 to 
18m in height, increasing downstream.  From the confluence of the tributaries to the 
downstream boundary of the study area the valley is about 100m wide from the crests of the 
slopes and up to about 28m in height.  The valley bottom ranges in width from about 10m at 
the upstream end to about 30m at the downstream end.   

The creek generally meanders through the valley bottom with straighter areas noted in 
areas of narrower creek bottom and steeper valley slopes.  Creek terraces were noted in 
several locations which were often cleared and appeared to be in use as private yard areas.   

Eroded banks were noted in many areas along the creek banks.  In some cases, the eroded 
banks had undermined slopes and appeared to have decreased the slope stability resulting 
in localized sloughing.  Slopes were often noted to be hummocky, particularly in the area 
between 200th Street and the confluence of the West Branch.  Slope inclinations up to about 
1.4 H:1V (horizontal:vertical) were noted in this portion of the creek. 

Vegetation generally included small deciduous trees in the valley bottom and evergreen 
trees on the slopes.  In some areas, the vegetation had been cleared from the slope, likely 
by homeowners.  Wetlands vegetation such as Devils Club and ferns were noted throughout 
the valley bottom, particularly in the wider flatter areas. 
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3.2 North Branch 

The North Branch joins Anderson Main at about Station AM 0+760.  The portion of this 
branch within the study area is about 700m long.  The creek is inclined at about 2% and 
generally ranges in width from about 1.5m to 2.5m, narrowing upstream.  The creek depth 
ranges from about 0.1 to 0.2m with the deeper areas closer to Anderson Main.  Valley 
bottom ranges in width from about 5 to 15m, narrowing towards the confluence with 
Anderson Main.  Flows within this branch appeared to be low with little evidence of high 
flows along the creek banks.    

The valley containing the North Branch ranges from about 25m to 60m from slope crests, 
widening downstream.  The slope heights range from about 6m to 14m with heights 
increasing downstream.  Slope inclinations up to about 1.7H:1V are present along this 
branch, with the steeper areas being located between the confluence with Anderson Main 
and 200th Street. 

Localized sloughing of slopes and slide scarps were noted along the valley sides, 
particularly at Stations NB 0+320 (SF-11-7) and NB 0+520 (SF-11-8). 

3.3 West Branch 

The West Branch joins Anderson Main at approximately Station AM 0+930.  Our study 
completed assessments along this branch up to about chainage WB 0+750 where two 
headwater tributaries join.  The creek in this branch is inclined at less than 2% and has low 
flows with little evidence that higher flows have occurred in recent times.   

The valley has widths ranging from about 20m at the confluence of the two headwaters and 
50m at the confluence with Anderson Main across slope crests.  The valley slopes have 
heights ranging from about 7m at the upstream end to about 4m at the confluence with 
Anderson Main.  The width of the valley bottom ranged from about 5m near the confluence 
of the headwaters to about 15m where it joins Anderson Main.  Slopes along the creek 
banks have maximum inclination of about 2H: 1V. 

Significant amounts of deadfall and wood debris were noted within the creek channel.   Soils 
in this area also appeared to consist of a higher proportion of organics, particularly in the 
creek bottom; likely due to the lower flows experienced by this creek relative to Anderson 
Main.  

No significant slope instabilities were noted along this branch; however, there were 
occasional seepage zones that appeared to be causing minor erosion along the creek 
banks. 
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4. PREVIOUS MITIGATIVE WORKS 

A review of previous mitigative work was completed as part of the desk top study for this 
assessment.  The areas of mitigative work were then reviewed in the field during site 
reconnaissance to visually assess effectiveness of such works. 

Areas noted to have undergone mitigative works with field observations are provided below. 

AM 1+005 (LJ-6, SF-2) – Woody debris and most of the trees in the creek were removed, 
large tree left across creek and 20 m2 of biodegradable erosion control blankets placed.  
The erosion blanket was not visible at the time of our review and minor on-going erosion 
was noted.  Dead poles had been installed at about station AM 1+010 (SF-2) and the slope 
remained unvegetated with ongoing erosion at toe. 

AM 1+020 to 1+045 (EB-7) – Woody debris removed, dead poles installed, 30m2 
biodegradable erosion blanket installed, repositioned 2 fallen trees to protect left bank.  
Some ongoing erosion of bank (1+030 and 1+045) occurring. 

AM 1+225 to 1+240 – Disassembled log jam.  No significant changes from completion of 
work. 

AM 1+250 (SF-11-3) – Log berm constructed and lashed together with cables, dead poles 
installed, 25 m2 of biodegradable erosion control blankets, slope vegetated.  Flow of creek 
moved away from eroding bank.  Vegetation of slope is meeting with minimal success.  
Creek has stayed in new path and erosion of bank appears to have abated.  No significant 
indications of slope movement noted. 

AM 1+255 to 1+265 (LJ-8) – Removed logs and stumps.  LJ8 was removed. 

AM1+300 (EB-9) – Installation of dead poles and placement of logs for erosion protection 
was completed. 

AM 1+525 (EB-11-1, EB-12) – Re-vegetated slope, installed dead poles, installed gabion 
baskets to redirected creek away from bank, regraded slope.  Mitigative measures appear to 
be effective as creek has stayed away from bank and no additional indications of slope 
movement noted.   

AM 1+550 (EB-12) – Removed woody debris.  No changes noted since mitigation. 

AM 1+600 (EB-14) – Induced local slope failures to regrade slope, revegetated slope, 
redirected creek away from bank with lashed logs.  Erosion appears to have been mitigated 
by moving creek away. 

5. HAZARD EVALUATION 

The primary identified potential naturally occurring hazard identified within the study area is 
slope instabilities.  In some areas these existing instabilities may be further destabilized by 
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erosion of the creek banks undercutting the slope or debris accumulations blocking the 
creek and creating pools which would allow water to infiltrate into the slope toe.  
Anthropologic changes to water drainage, slope geometry or vegetation may also increase 
slope instabilities.  Existing slope instabilities may be identified by undulating topography, 
curved or leaning trees or steep headscarps.  Areas observed to have slopes undergoing, or 
having experienced previous, movement have been designated as Points of Interest with 
the notation SF (Slope Failure).   

Another source of potential slope instabilities is numerous downed trees across the creek 
that were noted which may provide for catchment of wood and other debris causing 
blockages of the creek saturating the toes of slopes and decreasing slope stability.  These 
potential blockages are given the designation LJ (Log Jam) and are summarized in Table A 
with the other Points of Interest.  Potential blockages of the creek also present the possibility 
of sudden releases of large volumes of water should a blockage be breached.  Such large 
volume of water would likely cause severe erosion and undermining of slopes, possible 
flooding issues and damage to private property.  However, we understand that the downed 
trees and associated debris provides fish habitat and as such care should be taken and 
appropriate agencies consulted prior to removal of such potential blockages.  Potential 
blockages in the North and West Branches are considered to be of low priority due to the 
low flows of water in these tributaries. 

The banks of a creek may be eroded by the water flow, particularly along the outside of 
bends in the creek where water moves faster.  Eroding banks may destabilize slopes as 
they are undermined.  Eroding banks within the study area have been given the designation 
EB (Eroding Bank) and are summarized in Table A with other points of interest. 

5.1 Anderson Main 

A total of 14 slope failures were noted along Anderson Main during our review of which 11 
had been previously identified either in the 2006 report or in subsequent reviews.     

Of the identified slope failures, 11 occurred between the confluence of North Branch and 
Anderson Main and 200th Street with the majority occurring on the left side of the valley.  A 
brief description of each slope failure along Anderson Main and current status is provided 
below. 

SF-1 – Located at AM 0+850 on the left side, this failure is approximately 30m long.  
Comparing the existing condition of the slope with photographs taken for the 2006 report it 
appears that further movement has occurred.  The slope is on private property with a 
structure at the slope crest.  Mitigation of this slope is considered to be a high priority to 
protect the structure at the slope crest. 

SF-11-1 – Located at AM 0+940 on the right side, this failure is approximately 7m long.  The 
slope is thought to be located on Township Property.  The slope failure had not been 
previously identified and is likely a surficial soil failure and is not considered to be indicative 
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of a larger failure.  Possible consequences of continued failure of this slope would be 
deposition of soils into the creek and partial blockage of the creek.  Continued visual 
monitoring of this slope is recommended. 

SF-2 – Located at AM 1+010 on the left side, this failure is approximately 18m long.  The 
slope is located on Township Property and has undergone some mitigation work.  The work 
included installation of dead poles and biodegradable erosion control blankets.  Though no 
significant indications of further slope movement were noted, some ongoing erosion of the 
slope toe was noted.  Continued visual monitoring of the slope is recommended and some 
further erosion protection measures may be required in the future.  

SF-3 – Located at AM 1+130 on the left side, this failure is approximately 12m long.  The 
slope is located on Township Property.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 
report indicated there has been minimal change in the slope; however some minor erosion 
at the toe was noted.  Continued visual monitoring of the slope is recommended. 

SF-4 – Located at AM 1+240 on the right side, this failure is approximately 2m long.  The 
slope is located on Township Property.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 
report indicate there have been no significant changes since that time.  Continued visual 
monitoring of the slope is recommended. 

SF-11-2 – Located at AM 1+245 on the right side, this failure is approximately 5m long.  The 
slope is located on township Property and was previously not identified.  The failure 
incorporates a tree root mass leaving an unvegetated, steeply inclined slope.  Continued 
visual monitoring of the slope is recommended. 

SF-11-3 – Located at AM 1+260 on the left side, this failure is approximately 25m long.  The 
slope is located on Township Property and has had some mitigation works completed.  The 
creek was moved away from the slope by means of a berm constructed of logs lashed 
together with cables and dead poles and biodegradable erosion control blankets installed.  
The mitigation measures appear to be effective as no further erosion or significant 
indications of slope movement were noted.  Continued visual monitoring of the mitigation 
measures is recommended.  

SF-5 – Located at AM 1+465 on the left side, this failure is approximately 25m long.  The 
slope is located on School District Property with a school yard at the crest of the slope.  
Comparison of the existing slope condition with photographs taken for the 2006 report 
indicates that the slide scarp has increased in size and height.  Yard waste was noted at the 
crest of the slope.  With the indications of further slope failure ongoing, we recommend that 
the fence at the crest of the slope be moved away from the slope and existing yard waste be 
removed.   A more detailed review of the slope should be completed to determine a suitable 
setback distance from the slope crest and possible mitigation measures.  This slope is 
considered to be a high priority.  

SF-6 – Located at AM 1+520 on the left side, this failure is approximately 4m long.  The 
slope is located on Township Property.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 
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report indicate that the other than some vegetating of the slope, there has been no 
significant changes.  Continued visual monitoring of the slope is recommended. 

SF-11-4 – Located at AM 1+672 on the left side, this failure is approximately 20m long.  The 
slope appears to be located on Private Property with a structure located at the slope crest.   
This failure was previously identified and has a structure at the slope crest.  The slope 
failure has resulted in the undermining of a tree which has fallen into the creek.  Mitigation of 
the slope, possibly by installation of erosion protection measures and/or moving of the creek 
away from the slope is recommended.  This slope is considered a high priority. 

SF-7 – Located at AM 1+700 on the left side, this failure is approximately 7m long.  The 
slope is located on Private Property with a large shed at the crest of the slope.  
Comparisons of existing slope condition with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicate 
that there have been no significant changes to the slope since that time.  Continued visual 
monitoring of the slope is recommended. 

SF-11-5 – Located at AM 1+965 on the left side, this failure is approximately 7m long.  This 
slope failure was not previously identified and is located on Private Property.  A significant 
scarp was noted with a residential structure located at the slope crest.  Material from the 
slope has been deposited into the creek, including a tree creating partial blockage of the 
creek.  Continued visual monitoring of this slope is recommended and future mitigative 
measures may be required.  This slope is considered to have a medium priority. 

SF-8 – Located at AM 1+975 on the right side, this failure is approximately 15m long.  The 
slope is located on Private Property with residential structures at the slope crest.  
Comparisons of the slope with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicate that the slope 
is experiencing continued movement and is actively depositing material into the creek.  
Slope failure appears to be the result of continuing erosion of the slope toe by the creek 
(EB-19).  Mitigation of the erosion of the slope toe is recommended and the slope is 
considered to be a high priority. 

SF-9 – Located at AM 2+385 on the left side, this failure is approximately 30m long.  The 
slope is located on Private Property with wood retaining walls on the slope.  Comparisons 
with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicate no significant changes have occurred to 
the slope in that time.  Continued visual monitoring is recommended. 

It should be noted that overall, the left slope of the Anderson Main valley between the 
confluence of the North  and West Branches and 200th Street appears to be have localized 
undulations and instabilities throughout this area are likely to occur over time.  Continued 
visual monitoring of the creek channel, and particularly in this area, is recommended. 

Numerous log jams were identified throughout the creek (a total of 24) with 13 of those 
being identified in this review.  Of the previously identified log jams, two (LJ-8, LJ-9) have 
been removed and another (LJ-6) has been largely removed.  None of the log jams were 
considered to be a priority item; however, continuing visual monitoring should be conducted 
to confirm that blockage of the creek is not occurring.  
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Retaining walls using gabion baskets have been constructed in four locations along 
Anderson Main.  On the upstream side of the culvert crossing 200th Street (GB -2), on the 
downstream side of the culvert at 36th Avenue (GB-4 & 5) and at AM 2+100, left side on 
private property (GB-3).  A brief summary of each Gabion Basket wall is provided below. 

GB-2 – Located at AM 1+825 on the left side and appears to be on right of way associated 
with the 200th Street culvert.  The wall is 2 and 3 baskets high and appeared to be in good 
condition.  The wall should be visually monitored for deformation and corrosion of the wire. 

GB-3 - Located on private property at about station AM 2+100 on the left side.  The base 
row of baskets is corroded in places and was losing rocks into the creek.  The wall should 
be repaired or removed.  The priority of this item is considered to be medium. 

GB-4 – Located at station AM 2+480 on the right side this wall is associated with the 36th 
Avenue culvert.  Significant undermining of the wall is occurring and rocks are coming out of 
the base row as the gabion wire fails.  Repair or replacement of this wall is considered to be 
a high priority. 

GB-5 – Located at AM 2+480 on the left side, this wall is associated with the 36th Avenue 
culvert.  The wall appears to have experienced significant movement with portions of the 
wall overhanging the creek.  Repair or replacement of this wall is considered to be a high 
priority.  

A total of 25 eroding banks have been identified within the Anderson Main channel in the 
2006 report and subsequent reviews.   No additional eroding banks were identified in this 
assessment.  One eroding bank has been eliminated from the inventory (EB-1) as it lies 
within the District of Surrey.  A summary of each eroding bank is provided below. 

EB-2 – Located at AM 0+200 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 15m long.  It appears to have undergone minor additional erosion when 
compared to photographs from the 2006 report.  Continued visual monitoring is 
recommended. 

EB-6 – Located at AM 0+820 on the right side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 10m long.  This bank appears to be experiencing continuing minor erosion 
when compared to photographs from the 2006 report.  Continued visual monitoring is 
recommended. 

EB-7 – Located at AM 1+025 on the left side on Township Property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 8m long and has had some mitigative work conducted on it.  Mitigation 
included installation of dead poles, biodegradable erosion protection blankets and 
placement of logs to protect the bank.  The mitigation appears to be effective; however 
continued visual monitoring of the bank and existing mitigative measures is recommended. 

EB-9 – Located at AM 1+300 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 20m long and has had mitigative work conducted on it.  Mitigation included 
installation of dead poles and placement of logs for erosion protection.  The mitigation 
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appears effective; however, continued visual monitoring of the bank and existing mitigative 
measures is recommended. 

EB-10 – Located at 1+325 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 35m long.  Erosion at this location is extensive and is actively undermining 
the slope and soil is being deposited in the creek.  Placement of erosion protection is 
recommended and slope stabilization may be required.  However, since the consequence of 
slope failure at this location is primarily deposition of material into the creek it is considered 
to be a low priority. 

EB-11 - Located at AM 1+490 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 7m long. Continuing erosion of the bank has undermined a tree which is 
leaning and will likely fall into the creek.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is 
recommended. 

EB-11-1 – Located at AM 1+525 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion 
of the bank is about 5m long.  The area has been mitigated with installation of dead poles, 
placement of gabion baskets and moving the creek away from the bank.  Mitigation appears 
to be effective and the slope is revegetating.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank and 
existing mitigation is recommended. 

LJ-11-8 – Located at AM 1+535 on the left side on Township Property.  This log jam has 
been incorporated into this section as it appears the fallen log is due to erosion undercutting 
the bank.  It is possible that the moving of the creek away from EB-11-1 and EB-12 on the 
right side of the creek has resulted in the erosion noted on the left side.  The bank should be 
visually monitored and future erosion protection measures may be required.  This bank is 
considered to have a medium priority. 

EB-12 – Located at AM 1+545 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion 
of the bank is about 10m long.  The area has been mitigated with EB-11-1 by moving the 
creek away from the bank.  Mitigation appears to be effective and the slope is revegetating.  
Continued visual motoring of the bank is recommended. 

EB-13 – Located at AM 1+575 on the left side on Township Property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 7m long.  Comparisons of the area with photographs taken for the 2006 
report indicate no significant further erosion has occurred.  Continued visual monitoring of 
the bank is recommended. 

EB-14 – Located at AM 1+590 on the right side on Township Property, the affected portion 
of the bank is about 11m long.  The area has been mitigated with logs lashed together to 
move the creek away from the bank.  The mitigation appears to be effective; however 
continued visual monitoring of the existing mitigation and bank is recommended. 

EB-15 – Located at AM 1+735 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 2m long.  Comparisons of the area with photographs taken for the 2006 report 
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indicate no significant further erosion has occurred.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank 
is recommended. 

EB-16 – Located at AM 1+825 on the right side, possibly on Township right-of-way 
associated with the 200th Street culvert, the affected portion of the bank is about 5 m long.  
Minor continuing erosion was noted along the bank and continued visual monitoring is 
recommended. 

EB-17 – Located at AM 1+955 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 5m long.  Erosion of the bank is ongoing and minor undercutting of the slope 
is occurring.  Structures are located near the slope crest; hence, erosion protection is 
recommended for the slope in order to prevent slope instabilities from developing. 

EB-18 – Located at AM 1+955 on the right side on private property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 8m long.  It appeared that erosion of the bank is ongoing and is 
undermining a terrace.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is recommended.  

EB-19 – Located at AM 1+975 on the right hand side on private property, the affected 
portion of the bank is about 15m long.  Erosion of the bank is ongoing and is undermining 
the slope above (SF-8).  Erosion protection of the bank is recommended in conjunction with 
slope stabilization of SF-08.  Mitigation of the bank erosion (and stabilization of SF-8) is 
considered to be a high priority. 

EB-20 – Located at AM 2+030 on the left hand side on private property, the affected portion 
of the bank is about 8m long.  Ongoing erosion of the bank is considered to be minimal; 
however erosion protection of the bank is recommended as there are structures at the crest 
of the slope.  Mitigation of the bank is considered to be a low priority.   

EB-21 – Located at AM 2+115 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 8m long.  Erosion of the bank is resulting in the undermining of a large cedar 
tree which is leaning towards the creek.  The tree is noted to have been falling in the 2006 
report.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank and tree is recommended.  When the tree 
falls excessive erosion may result and slope instabilities may arise.  Blockage from the tree 
in the creek is also a possibility.  

EB-22 - Located at AM 2+130 on the left side on private property, the effected portion of the 
bank is about 35m long.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicated 
that minimal additional erosion has occurred since that time.  Continued visual monitoring is 
recommended. 

EB-23 – Located at AM 2+180 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 9m long.  The creek was flowing away from the bank in 2006 and had not 
shifted back at the time of this study; hence, erosion has abated.  Continued visual 
monitoring is recommended. 

EB-24 – Located at AM 2+210 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 22m long.  The erosion of the creek bank had resulted in the creation of a 
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near vertical slope with no vegetation.  Installation of erosion protection measures is 
recommended to mitigate the ongoing undermining of the slope and deposition of soils into 
the creek.  Mitigation of the bank is considered to be a medium priority. 

EB-25 – Located at AM 2+220 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 4m long.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicate 
that no significant additional erosion has occurred since that time.  Residential structures 
appear to be located at the crest of the slope.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is 
recommended. 

EB-26 – Located at AM 2+230 on the left side on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 5m long.  Comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report indicate 
that no significant additional erosion had occurred since that time.  Residential structures 
appear to be located at the crest of the slope.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is 
recommended. 

EB-27 – Located at AM 2+445 on the right side on private property, the affected portion of 
the bank is about 27m long.  Active slope erosion was occurring above the high water level 
of the creek undermining a tree at the crest of the slope.  Continued visual monitoring of the 
bank is recommended. 

EB-28 - Located at AM 2+445 on the left bank on private property, the affected portion of the 
bank is about 27m long.  The bank is vegetated with no significant indications of ongoing 
erosion.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is recommended. 

Other anthropogenic points of interest such as culverts, fences, cleared slopes, rip rap, 
sheds, etc. have been noted along Anderson Main.  Chain link fences and cables should be 
removed; however, they are usually on private property.  Culverts are required for road 
crossings at 200th Street and 36th Avenue.  Visual monitoring of these items for blockages 
and other adverse effects on the creek is recommended.  These items are summarized in 
Table A. 

5.2 North Branch 

A total of 3 slope failures were noted along North Branch (also known as Crank Creek) 
during our review of the North Branch of Anderson Creek.   A brief description of each slope 
failure, with recommendations for monitoring or mitigative measures follows.  None of the 
slope failures identified for this study had been previously identified. 

SF-11-6 – This potentially unstable slope was located at NB 0+130, left side on Township 
Property.  A slide scarp near the crest of the slope, undulating topography on the slope and 
curved tree trunks were indicative of possible movement of surficial soils.  The main 
consequence of a slope failure in this area would be deposition of material into the creek.  
Visual monitoring of the slope is recommended. 
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SF-11-7 – This slope is located at NB 0+320 on the right side and is on Township Property.  
The undulating nature of the slope and curved trees were indicative of surficial soil 
movement.  Visual monitoring of the slope is recommended.  

SF-11-8 – This slope is located at NB 0+520 on the right side and is on Township Property.  
A slide scarp was noted near the crest of the slope; however, the slope is vegetated and 
there was little indication of recent movement.  Visual monitoring of the slope is 
recommended.  

A total of 5 eroding banks were noted, two of which had not been previously identified.  Due 
to the relatively low flow in this tributary, bank erosion is considered to be minor.  A brief 
description of each eroding bank site follows. 

EB-3 – Located at 0+045 on the left side this bank is on private property.  The slope is 
mostly vegetated with minor erosion ongoing.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is 
recommended. 

EB-11-2 – Located at 0+067 on the left side, this bank is on private property.  Some minor 
erosion of the bank is ongoing and is undermining the slope.  The slope currently appears to 
be stable.  Visual monitoring of the bank and slope is recommended. 

EB-4 – Located at 0+130 on the right side, this bank is on Township Property.  Based on 
comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report, no significant changes have 
occurred since that time.  Ongoing visual monitoring of the bank is recommended. 

EB-11-3 – Located at NB 0+165 on the left side, this bank is on Township Property.  The 
eroding bank is eroding a large tree.  Buildings are located at the slope crest; hence erosion 
protection of the bank is recommended to prevent large scale slope instabilities from 
developing.  The mitigation of this erosion is considered to be a low priority. 

EB-5 – Located at NB 0+260 on the right side, this bank is on Township Property.  Based on 
comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report, no significant changes in the bank 
were noted.  Continued visual monitoring of the bank is recommended. 

A total of two areas of seepage from the slope adjacent to the tributary were noted.  Both 
areas were previously noted in the 2006 report.  These seepage zones (SS-1 and SS-2 
located on the right side at NB 0+366 and 0+390, respectively) appear to be undermining 
the slopes above.  Small near vertical slopes about 0.5m in height have formed at both 
sites.  Ongoing visual monitoring of the slopes is recommended. 

A culvert (CC-1) is located at NB 0+480 (200th Street crossing) on Township Property and 
was partially blocked on the upstream end by debris.  The blockage of this culvert could 
affect 200th Street as water pressures increase at the toe of the fill slope.  The culvert should 
be cleaned and measures taken to prevent future build up of debris within the culvert.  The 
mitigation of this issue is considered to be a high priority. 
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Additional points of interest along the North Brach include anthropogenic items such as 
chain link fences, small building, and a gabion basket wall.  These items did not appear to 
present a significant hazard at the time of our study as they were either in good repair 
(gabion block wall) or the low flows in the tributary were such that blockages of the stream 
(chain link fences) would not likely result in major flooding or bank erosion.  Numerous log 
jams were also noted along the North Branch (a total of 8); however, as stated above 
blockages of this tributary are unlikely to create significant hazards due to low flows.  
Continued visual monitoring of the identified Points of Interest (summarized in Table A) is 
recommended. 

5.3 West Branch 

No slope failures or eroding banks have been identified along the West Branch.  A total of 
two seepage areas were identified (SS-3 and SS-4 located at WB 0+170 and 0+200 
respectively).  Based on comparisons with photographs taken for the 2006 report, no 
significant changes have occurred since that time at these sites.  Numerous log jams were 
identified along the tributary (a total of 11) during our review.  Due to low flows in West 
Branch, it is considered unlikely that the log jams will result in blockages with significant 
flooding or sudden release issues.  A summary of Points of Interest along this tributary is 
provided in Table A.  Continued visual monitoring of the West Branch is recommended to 
assess slope stability and bank erosion, particularly in the areas of slope seepage. 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations for mitigative works on identified Points of Interest have been prioritized 
into high, medium, low and monitor.  High priority areas are those where the consequences 
of the identified potential hazard (i.e., slope failure, bank erosion, creek blockage) will result 
in potential damage to existing structures or property or cause harm to the creek by 
excessive deposition of significant amounts of soil into the creek and the hazard is 
considered to be an ongoing concern (i.e., on-going erosion, slope movement, etc.).  
Medium priority Points of Interest are those which may have consequences resulting in 
damage to property or structures or deposition of soils into the creek; however, the effects of 
the hazard are progressing in a slow manner and the effects are considered to be only a 
long term concern.  Low priority areas are those where the consequences of the identified 
potential hazard is minimal (i.e., no structures or private property would be affected or soil 
deposition is considered to be minimal) or the hazard is progressing in a very slow manner 
or is currently static.  Also, included in the low priority category are anthropogenic issues 
such as disposal of yard waste on slopes and clearing of slopes on private property.  The 
priority of each Point of Interest is included on Table A and a brief summary of high, medium 
and low priority is provided below.  The remaining Points of Interest should be visually 
monitored, particularly following extreme precipitation events.  Currently the Township of 
Langley policy is to review the creek channels following a 1 in 5 year event which is 
considered appropriate. 
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6.1 High Priority 

A summary of high priority Points of Interest is provided below with preliminary 
recommendations for mitigation.  More detailed recommendations should be developed prior 
to installation of mitigative works. 

SF-1 – This slope failure appears to have continuing movement with a residential building at 
the crest of the slope.  The slope is located on private property and the Township may not 
be responsible for mitigation of the slope; however, mitigative measures are recommended 
including moving of the creek to mitigate potential future erosion of the slope and reshaping 
of the slope to lessen the inclination. 

SF-5 – This slope failure is ongoing and relatively large amounts of soil appear to have been 
deposited in the creek.  The potential for slope failure affecting the school yard at the crest 
of the slope is considered to be high.  We recommend that the school fence be moved away 
from the slope crest to discourage people from approaching the slope.  Signage warning of 
unstable bank is also recommended.  Mitigation of this slope would likely require significant 
works and cost and a further detailed study would be required. 

SF-11-4 – On-going erosion at the toe of the slope appears to have destabilized the slope 
such that slope failure was occurring at the time of our review.  The slope is located on 
private property and the Township may not be responsible for mitigation of the slope; 
however as a structure is located at the crest of the slope mitigation is recommended.  
Mitigation would likely involve erosion protection of the toe and possible reshaping of the 
slope.  A more detailed assessment would be required to provide mitigative works 
recommendations.  

SF-8 – This slope failure is associated with EB-19 and was resulting in deposition of 
material into the creek.  The slope is located on private property and the Township may not 
be responsible for mitigation of the slope; however, as a structure is located at the crest of 
the slope mitigation is recommended.  Mitigation would likely consist of erosion protection at 
the toe of the slope, and re-shaping and vegetating of the slope, but a more detailed 
assessment of the slope should be completed prior to mitigation. 

GB-4 & 5 - Gabion Blocks on either side of the creek appear to be failing.  On the right side 
(GB-4), the basket wires were corroded and were losing rocks, destabilizing the wall 
structure.  On the left side, the wall was visibly leaning towards the creek and movement is 
considered to likely be ongoing.  Repair or replacement of these walls should be conducted. 

CC-1 - This is the only high priority item not located on Anderson Main (it is on North 
Branch).  The culvert passes below 200th Street and is partially blocked by debris.  Blockage 
of the culvert could affect the fill slopes for 200th Street by undermining and/or increasing the 
pore pressures within the fill slopes thus destabilizing the slope.  The culvert should be 
cleaned and measures taken to prevent further blockages of the culvert (i.e., trash racks).  
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6.2 Medium Priority 

A summary of medium priority Points of Interest is provided below with preliminary 
recommendations for mitigation.  More detailed recommendations should be developed prior 
to installation of mitigative works. 

CF-2 – Some accumulation of debris was noted.  The fence should be removed; however, it 
is located on private property. 

CF-3 – Some accumulation of debris was noted.  The fence should be removed; however, it 
appears to define the boundary between private property and Township Property. 

C-11-1 – A cable stretching across the creek appears to have been the cause of LJ-2 
(removed).  The cable should be removed and is on Township Property. 

LJ-4 – Associated with EB-6, the removal of this log jam has accumulated debris and other 
smaller logs.  The log jam is on private property and removal may be outside the Township’s 
responsibility. 

LJ-5 – This log jam consists of numerous logs which were accumulating debris.  Residential 
structures were located at the crests of adjacent slopes.  The log jam should be removed; 
however, it is located on private property and may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

LJ-11-7 – The log jam is upstream of dead poles installed to remediate EB-7.  Some erosion 
of the bank is occurring and removal of the log jam is recommended.  Some erosion 
protection of the bank may be prudent.  The site is located on Township Property 

LJ-7 – Some accumulation of debris was noted and erosion of the adjacent bank was 
ongoing.  Removal of the log jam and erosion protection of the bank is recommended.  The 
site is located on Township Property. 

EB-17 – On-going erosion appeared to be undermining the slope.  Installation of erosion 
protection measures is recommended; however, the site is located on private property and 
may be outside of the Township’s responsibility.  

SF-11-5 – Soils from the slope appeared to be sloughing into the creek.  A tree has fallen 
into the creek due to undermining (LJ-11-10) and sloughing.  Erosion protection of the bank 
and possible slope stabilization should be installed.  The site is on private property and may 
be outside township responsibility; however, there is a residential building at the crest of the 
slope.   

EB-19 – Erosion of the bank was ongoing resulting in a near vertical slope.  Installation of 
erosion protection measures for the bank is recommended; however, the site is located on 
private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

GB-3 – Wire has corroded on the base row of gabion blocks and rocks are spilling out, 
potentially undermining the stability of the wall.  The wall should be repaired or removed and 
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the slope reshaped to a stable configuration.   The site is on private property and may be 
outside the Township’s responsibility. 

LJ-10 – This log jam is associated with EB-22 and should be removed; however, it is on 
private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

EB-24 – Erosion of the bank was continuing at the time of our review and is associated with 
LJ-11-12.  The eroding bank was a significant source of sediment into the creek.  Erosion 
protection of the bank is recommended; however, the site is located on private property and 
may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

LJ-11-12 – The log jam is associated with EB-24 and should be removed.  The site is 
located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

CC-2 – The concrete culvert is considered to be susceptible to blockage and crosses an 
abandoned gravel road.  Removal is recommended; however, it is located on private 
property and may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

6.3 Low Priority 

A summary of low priority Points of Interest is provided below with preliminary 
recommendations for mitigation.  More detailed recommendations should be developed prior 
to installation of mitigative works. 

CF-1 – The fence is mostly obscured by brush but crosses the floodplain and has potential 
to accumulate debris creating a creek blockage.  The fence should be removed; however, it 
is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility.   

EB-10 – Erosion of the bank was ongoing undermining the slope.  The site is located on 
Township Property and no structures existed near the slope.  Erosion protection for the bank 
should be installed. 

LJ-11-8 – A tree appears to have recently fallen with potential to accumulate debris and 
create a creek blockage.  The log jam should be removed and is located within Township 
Property. 

D-11-1 – The corrugated pipe outlet is located near the crest of a slope and there is 
potential for erosion at the outlet.  The pipe should be extended down the slope to prevent 
potential future erosion.  

CS-2 – The slope associated with this cleared area appeared stable at the time of our 
review and small vegetation was taking root.  The slope should be revegetated with native 
plants; however, the site is located on private property and may not be the Township’s 
responsibility. 
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DM-2 – The waste pile was overgrown with ivy and it appeared no further yard waste has 
been deposited.  The waste pile should be removed; however, it is located on private 
property. 

DM-3 – The waste pile should be removed and the private property owner advised to cease 
the practice of depositing yard waste in that location.   

CS-3 – Ivy had taken over the cleared area.  The area should be revegetated with native 
plants; however, the site is on private property and may be outside the Township’s 
responsibility. 

DM-4 – The waste had been overgrown with ivy and the practice of depositing yard waste in 
that location appears to have ceased.  The waste pile should be removed; however, it is on 
private property. 

CS-4 – The site had a few coniferous trees and some underbrush.  The area should be 
revegetated with native plants; however, it is located on private property. 

EB-18 - Erosion of the bank was ongoing and was undermining the terrace.  Some erosion 
protection should be installed; however, the site is located on township property and may be 
outside the Township’s responsibility. 

EB-20 – The eroding bank was undermining the terrace and erosion protection should be 
installed.  The site is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s 
responsibility. 

DM-6 – The waste pile was overgrown with ivy and it appeared that the practice of 
depositing yard waste in this area had ceased.  The waste should be removed; however, the 
site is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

CS-5 – The cleared area is relatively flat lying and is grass covered.  The area should be 
revegetated with native plants; however, it is located on private property and may be outside 
the Township’s responsibility. 

DM-11-1 – The dumped yard waste should be removed and it appeared that the practice of 
placing yard waste on the slope was ongoing.  The site is located on private property and 
may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

CS-6 – Some erosion of the bank edge was noted at the time of our review.  The area 
should be revegetated with native plants; however, the site is located on private property 
and may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

EB-11-3 – Erosion of the bank was undermining the slope with a structure at the crest.  
Erosion protection measures should be installed and the site appears to be on Township 
Property.  
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CF-4 – The fence had potential for accumulation of debris and should be removed.  The site 
is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

CS-1 – There were no significant indications of slope instabilities during our review and filter 
fabric had been placed near the residence at the crest of the slope, possibly for erosion 
protection.  The slope should be revegetated with native plants; however, the site is located 
on private property and may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

DM-1 – the yard waste had been overgrown with ivy and the practice of placing waste at this 
location appeared to have ceased.  The existing yard waste should be removed; however, 
the site is located on private property and may not be the Township’s responsibility. 

CF-6 – The fence had potential for accumulation of debris and should be removed.  The site 
is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

CF-11-1 – The fence had potential for accumulation of debris and should be removed.  The 
site is located on private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

CS-11-1 – The area should be revegetated with native plants; however, it is located on 
private property and may be outside the Township’s responsibility. 

DM-11-2 – The waste pile, adjacent to a trailer park, appeared to be active.  The waste pile 
should be removed; however, it is located on private property and may be outside the 
Township’s responsibility.  The owner of the property should be advised to cease the 
practice of depositing waste material in this location. 

7. CLOSURE 

This report provides descriptions and interpretations of site conditions which existed at the 
time of our review.  The slope stability assessments were based on a qualitative assessment 
and no quantitative stability analysis were completed.  Our assessment of the potential risk 
for each point of interest is based on the potential hazard presented and the potential 
consequences of such a hazard for each point of interest.  Our assessment of the potential 
hazard presented by a point of interest is based on our interpretation of previous 
assessments, a visual review of the points of interest and previous exp experience with 
similar conditions throughout British Columbia.  Our assessment of the potential 
consequences of a particular hazard is based on identification of properties and structures 
that may be effected by such hazards.  

This report was prepared for the exclusive use of the Township of Langley and their 
designated consultants and agents, and may not be used by other parties without written 
consent of exp Services Inc.  The attached “Interpretation & Use of Study and Report” forms 
an integral part of this report and must be included with any copies of this report. 

 





 

INTERPRETATION & USE OF STUDY AND REPORT 
 
1. STANDARD OF CARE 
 
This study and Report have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering consulting practices in this area.  No other warranty, 
expressed or implied, is made.  Engineering studies and reports do not include environmental consulting unless specifically stated in the engineering 
report. 
 
2. COMPLETE REPORT 
 
All documents, records, data and files, whether electronic or otherwise, generated as part of this assignment are a part of the Report which is of a 
summary nature and is not intended to stand alone without reference to the instructions given to us by the Client, communications between us and the 
Client, and to any other reports, writings, proposals or documents prepared by us for the Client relative to the specific site described herein, all of which 
constitute the Report. 
 
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY UNDERSTAND THE SUGGESTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED HEREIN, REFERENCE 
MUST BE MADE TO THE WHOLE OF THE REPORT.  WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR USE BY ANY PARTY OF PORTIONS OF THE 
REPORT WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE WHOLE REPORT. 
 
3. BASIS OF THE REPORT 
 
The Report has been prepared for the specific site, development, building, design or building assessment objectives and purpose that were described to 
us by the Client.  The applicability and reliability of any of the findings, recommendations, suggestions, or opinions expressed in the document are only 
valid to the extent that there has been no material alteration to or variation from any of the said descriptions provided to us unless we are specifically 
requested by the Client to review and revise the Report in light of such alteration or variation. 
 
4. USE OF THE REPORT 
 
The information and opinions expressed in the Report, or any document forming the Report, are for the sole benefit of the Client.  NO OTHER PARTY 
MAY USE OR RELY UPON THE REPORT OR ANY PORTION THEREOF WITHOUT OUR WRITTEN CONSENT.  WE WILL CONSENT TO ANY 
REASONABLE REQUEST BY THE CLIENT TO APPROVE THE USE OF THIS REPORT BY OTHER PARTIES AS “APPROVED USERS”.  The 
contents of the Report remain our copyright property and we authorise only the Client and Approved Users to make copies of the Report only in such 
quantities as are reasonably necessary for the use of the Report by those parties.  The Client and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell or otherwise 
make the Report, or any portion thereof, available to any party without our written permission.  Any use which a third party makes of the Report, or any 
portion of the Report, are the sole responsibility of such third parties.  We accept no responsibility for damages suffered by any third party resulting from 
unauthorised use of the Report. 
 
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE REPORT 
 
a. Nature and Exactness of Descriptions: Classification and identification of soils, rocks, geological units, contaminant materials, building 

envelopment assessments, and engineering estimates have been based on investigations performed in accordance with the standards set 
out in Paragraph 1.  Classification and identification of these factors are judgmental in nature and even comprehensive sampling and testing 
programs, implemented with the appropriate equipment by experienced personnel, may fail to locate some conditions. All investigations, or 
building envelope descriptions, utilizing the standards of Paragraph 1 will involve an inherent risk that some conditions will not be detected 
and all documents or records summarising such investigations will be based on assumptions of what exists between the actual points 
sampled.  Actual conditions may vary significantly between the points investigated and all persons making use of such documents or records 
should be aware of, and accept, this risk.  Some conditions are subject to change over time and those making use of the Report should be 
aware of this possibility and understand that the Report only presents the conditions at the sampled points at the time of sampling.  Where 
special concerns exist, or the Client has special considerations or requirements, the Client should disclose them so that additional or special 
investigations may be undertaken which would not otherwise be within the scope of investigations made for the purposes of the Report. 

 

b.  Reliance on Provided information: The evaluation and conclusions contained in the Report have been prepared on the basis of conditions in 
evidence at the time of site inspections and on the basis of information provided to us.  We have relied in good faith upon representations, 
information and instructions provided by the Client and others concerning the site.  Accordingly, we cannot accept responsibility for any 
deficiency, misstatement or inaccuracy contained in the report as a result of misstatements, omissions, misrepresentations or fraudulent acts 
of persons providing information. 

 
c.  To avoid misunderstandings, exp Services Inc. (exp) should be retained to work with the other design professionals to explain relevant 

engineering findings and to review their plans, drawings, and specifications relative to engineering issues pertaining to consulting services 

provided by exp.  Further, exp should be retained to provide field reviews during the construction, consistent with building codes guidelines 

and generally accepted practices.  Where applicable, the field services recommended for the project are the minimum necessary to ascertain 

that the Contractor’s work is being carried out in general conformity with exp’s recommendations.  Any reduction from the level of services 

normally recommended will result in exp providing qualified opinions regarding adequacy of the work. 

 
6.0 ALTERNATE REPORT FORMAT 
 
When exp submits both electronic file and hard copies of reports, drawings and other documents and deliverables (exp’s instruments of professional 
service), the Client agrees that only the signed and sealed hard copy versions shall be considered final and legally binding.  The hard copy versions 
submitted by exp shall be the original documents for record and working purposes, and, in the event of a dispute or discrepancy, the hard copy versions 
shall govern over the electronic versions.  Furthermore, the Client agrees and waives all future right of dispute that the original hard copy signed version 
archived by exp shall be deemed to be the overall original for the Project. 
 
The Client agrees that both electronic file and hard copy versions of exp’s instruments of professional service shall not, under any circumstances, no 
matter who owns or uses them, be altered by any party except exp.  The Client warrants that exp’s instruments of professional service will be used only 
and exactly as submitted by exp. 
 
The Client recognizes and agrees that electronic files submitted by exp have been prepared and submitted using specific software and hardware 
systems.  Exp makes no representation about the compatibility of these files with the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems. 
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Appendix A  
Photographs 

  



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 1
LJ-11-1 - Station 0+175 Anderson Main – Multiple logs 

PHOTO 2
CF-1 – Station 0+193 Anderson Main – Mostly covered with vegetation



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 3
EB-2 – 0+200 Anderson Main – Previous erosion currently vegetated

PHOTO 4
WB2 – 0+333 Anderson Main – rotting bridge may collapse creating blockage



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO  5
CF2 – 0+335 Anderson Main - potential for debris catchment

PHOTO 6
LJ1 – 0+370 Anderson Main - Single large log



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 7
CF3 – 0+480 Anderson Main – Possible debris catchment 

PHOTO 8
C-11-1 – 0+500 Anderson Main - cable crossing creek – possible cause of 

LJ2 (removed)



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO  9
LJ-11-2 – 0+520 Anderson Main – Potential for debris catchment

PHOTO 10
LJ-11-3 – 0+590 Anderson Main – Some debris accumulation – steep Right 

Bank – noted in January 2008 report



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 11
LJ-11-4 – 0+630 Anderson Main – Creek not completely blocked 

but potential for debris catchment

PHOTO 12
LJ3 – 0+730 Anderson Main – One log removed, still potential for debris 

accumulation



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 13
LJ-11-5 – 0+785 Anderson Main – 3 logs creating potential debris catchment

PHOTO 14
EB6 – 0+820 Anderson Main – Erosion continuing at bank near fallen tree



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 15
LJ4 – 0+830 Anderson Main – Associated with EB4 – Smaller  associated logs nearby

PHOTO 16
SF1 – 0+850 Anderson Main – Further movement of trees  and increase in scarp 

height near slope crest since 2006 report



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 17
LJ5 – 0+860 Anderson Main – Multiple logs associated with EB6

PHOTO 18
LJ-11-6 – 0+895 Anderson Main – Recently fallen tree - Left bank eroding



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 19
SF-11-1 – 0+940 Anderson Main – Small slough  right bank – may introduce sediments 

and/ or cause partial blockage of creek

PHOTO 20
LJ6 – 1+005 Anderson Main - Most of blockage removed leaving large tree and 

improved flow 



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 21
SF2 – 1+010 Anderson Main – Dead poles installed, upper slopes vegetated, 

ongoing erosion at toe

PHOTO 22
EB7 – 1+025 Anderson Main – Dead poles installed  downstream area – tree lean 

increased, some erosion of upstream area 



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 23
LJ-11-7 – 1+030 Anderson Main – Log jam with debris blocking creek, some 

erosion upstream – dead poles downstream

PHOTO 24
LJ-7 – 1+045 Anderson Main – Log jam with some adjacent bank erosion – dead 

poles installed downstream



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 25
SF3 – 1+130 Anderson Main – no significant changes – some continued raveling at toe – Log 

Jam noted in May 2009 report appears to have been removed

PHOTO 26
EB8 – 1+217 Anderson Main – area vegetated – erosion appears to have 

abated



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 27
SF4 – 1+240 Anderson Main – Small slough scarp – no significant change 

PHOTO 28
SF-11-2 – 1+245 Anderson Main – Slope failure including root ball leaving near vertical 

scarp



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 29 & 30
SF-11-3 – 1+250 Anderson Main – remediated with lashed logs, sand bags to move 
creek away from slope, reshaping and vegetating slope.  Vegetation  meeting with 

minimal success.  No further movement or erosion at toe noted.  Slope failure noted 
in January 2008 report



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 31
EB9 – 1+300 Anderson Main – Dead poles, logs placed for erosion protection, no 

new significant erosion

PHOTO 32
EB10 – 1+325 Anderson Main – Erosion continuing depositing sand/ gravel into 

creek and undercutting slope



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 33
SF5 – 1+465 Anderson Main – Scarp height increased, trees moved, some yard 

waste at slope crest, school yard at slope crest

PHOTO 34
EB11 – 1+490 Anderson Main – Tree undermined, continuing erosion



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 35
SF6 – 1+520 Anderson Main – Slope vegetating, no significant movement noted

PHOTO 36
EB-11-1 – 1+525 Anderson Main – Dead pole and gabion baskets installed.  

Erosion appears to be abating .  Noted in January 2008 report



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 37
LJ-11-8 – 1+535 Anderson Main – Recently fallen tree across creek due to – eroding 

bank

PHOTO 38
EB12 – 1+545 Anderson Main – Creek moved, minimal flow adjacent to bank 



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 39
EB13 – 1+575 Anderson Main – No significant changes

PHOTO 40
EB14 – 1+590 Anderson Main – Remediation consisting of lashed logs moving creek 

away and mitigating erosion 



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 41
SF-11-4 – 1+675 Anderson Main – Slope failure resulting in root mass falling into creek, undermining of 

slope appears to be continuing.  Slope failure noted in Jan 2008 Report.

PHOTO 42
SF7 – 1+700 Anderson Main – New larger shed at slope crest, no significant change to slope



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 43
EB15 – 1+735 Anderson Main – no significant change

PHOTO 44
D-11-1 – 1+735 Anderson Main – Drainage pipe outletting onto slope –

minimal erosion noted



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 45
CC3 & CP1 – 1+780 & 1+815 respectively – Culvert (CC3) and Concrete Ledge (CP1) appear 

in good condition.  CP1 was supporting lock blocks.

PHOTO 46
EB16 – 1+825 Anderson Main – Minor continuing erosion



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 47
CP2 & RR3 – 1+825 & 1+830 Anderson Main respectively– No change

PHOTO 48
GB2 – 1+825 Anderson Main – No change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 49
CS2 & DM2 – 1+840 Anderson Main – No significant indications of slope stability issues 
noted, some small vegetation taking root.  No additional waste noted, ivy growing over 

previous waste

PHOTO 50
DM3 – 1+860 Anderson Main – Significant amounts of yard waste



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 51
LJ-11-9 – 1+880 Anderson Main – Downed trees across creek – potential debris catchment

PHOTO 52
CS3 – 1+900 Anderson Main – Ivy predominant vegetation



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 53
CP3 – 1+900 Anderson Main – No change

PHOTO 54
DM4 & CS4 – 1+900 Anderson Main – No significant indications of creep noted



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 55
RR4 – 1+950 Anderson Main – No change – no discernable bank erosion

PHOTO 56
EB18 – 1+955 Anderson Main – Erosion appears to be ongoing undercutting 

terrace



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 57
SF-11-5 – 1+965 Anderson Main - Slope failure likely caused by erosion 

undercutting tree

PHOTO 58
LJ-11-10 – 1+970 Anderson Main – Small trees and accumulated debris causing 

potential blockage. Noted in January 2008 report



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 59
EB19 & SF8 – 1+975 Anderson Main – Additional trees down, active sloughing 

with structures at slope crest

PHOTO 60
LJ-11-11 – 2+065 Anderson Main – Tree across creek with potential to catch 

trees during high water – about 1 m clearance at time of review



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 61
GB3 – 2+100 Anderson Main – Some mesh missing on base row

PHOTO 62
TC1- 2+100 Anderson Main – No change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 63
DM5 – 2+115 Anderson Main – Waste ivy covered

PHOTO 64
EB21 – 2+115 Anderson Main - Cedar tree still in process of falling



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 65
RR5 – 2+125 Anderson Main – 300 mm rip rap – no significant change

PHOTO 66
EB22 – 2+130 Anderson Main – Small erosional changes since 2006



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 67
LJ10 – 2+145 Anderson Main – Associated with EB22, creek flows under between 

debris

PHOTO 68
EB23 – 2+180 Anderson Main – Creek flow away from bank (sand)



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 69
DM6 – 2+195 Anderson Main – No additional waste, ivy covered

PHOTO 70
LJ11 – Anderson Main – Log partially in creek, no debris



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 71
EB24  & LJ-11-12 – 2+210 & 2+220 respectively, Anderson Main – Erosion 
ongoing, near vertical sand bank. Resulting treefall causing potential creek 

blockage

PHOTO 72
EB25 – 2+230 Anderson Main – No significant change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 73
CS5 – 2+235 Anderson Main – Fallen trees cleared, minor erosion at bank toe

PHOTO 74
RR7 – 2+250 Anderson Main – No change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 76
R8R – 2+310 Anderson Main - Rip rap across creek onto right bank

PHOTO 75
DM-11-1 – 2+255 Anderson Main – Dumped yard waste 



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 77
EB26 – 2+320 Anderson main - Increased vegetation, no significant additional 

erosion

PHOTO 78
RR9 – 2+320 Anderson Main – Continuation of RR7



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 79
TC-11-1 – 2+335 Anderson Main – Wood cribbing retaining walls on slope, some 

rot evident

PHOTO 80
TC-11-2 – 2+350 Anderson Main – Wood cribbing retaining walls appear n good 

condition



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 81
CS6 – 2+360 Anderson Main – Some erosion of bank, tree has appears close to 

falling

PHOTO 82
RR10 & SF9 – 2+385 Anderson Main – No change to rip rap or indications of 

recent movement of slope



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 83 
RR11 – 2+400 Anderson Main – 0.3 m rip rap, no significant change

PHOTO 84
EB27 – 2+445 Anderson Main – Active erosion of slope above high water level 

undermining tree



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 85
EB28 – 2+445 Anderson Main – slope mostly vegetated, minimal erosion occurring

PHOTO 86
RR12 – 2+445 Anderson Main – up to 0.5 m rocks, no significant change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 87
GB4 & RR13 – 2+480 Anderson Main – Loss of rocks from base row near 2+500 ongoing 

undermining wall,  no changes to rip rap

PHOTO 88
GB5 – 2+480 Anderson Main – Upper 

portion of gabion basket wall appears to be 
undergoing movement



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 89
RR14 – 2+480 Anderson Main - No significant changes

PHOTO 90
LJ-11-13 – 2+490 Anderson Main – Tree across creek, some clearance between 

creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 91 
CP4 & CC4– 2+512 & 2+527 respectively, Anderson Main – No change

PHOTO  92
EB3 – 0+045 North Branch – Minor 

erosion of steep slope occurring



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 93
EB-11-2 – 0+067 North Branch – Ongoing erosion of slope toe resulting in 

minor sloughing

PHOTO 94
LJ-11-14 – 0+080 North Branch – Log down across creek, potential debris 

catchment



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 95
LJ-11-15 – 0+095 North Branch – Downed log partially in creek

PHOTO 96
EB4 – 0+130 North Branch – No significant change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 97
SF-11-6 – 0+130 North Branch – Slide scarp visible on vegetated slope, some 

material deposited in creek

PHOTO 98
EB-11-3 – 0+165 North Branch – Erosion of slope toe undermining tree, buildings at 

slope crest



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 99
EB5 – 0+260 North Branch – no significant change

PHOTO 100
LJ-11-17 – 0+270 North Branch – Little space between creek and logs for water flow



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 101
LJ-11-18 – 0+285 North Branch – Trees down across creek fro 10 metre length

PHOTO 102
SF-11-7 – 0+320 North Branch – Undulating slope and curved tree trunks indicative 

of surficial soil movement



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 103
SS1 – 0+366 North Branch – Ongoing undermining of slope by seeping water – 0.5 m 

high, near vertical bank, resulting

PHOTO 104
SS2 – 0+390 North Branch – Near vertical 0.5 m high scarp forming about 3 m from 

creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 105
SB1 – 0+420 North Branch - Concrete shed – unknown purpose

PHOTO 106
CF4 – 0+425 North Branch – no change



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 107
GB1 & CC1 – 0+450 & 0+480 respectively, North Branch – Baskets appear to be in 

good condition

PHOTO 108
LJ-11-20 – 0+510 North Branch – Multiple trees across creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 109
LJ-1-21 – 0+515 North Branch – Logs with debris have potential for blockage

PHOTO 110
SF-11-8 - 0+520 North Branch – 4 m high scarp noted near slope crest



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 111
CF6 – 0+550 North Branch – no change

PHOTO 112
CF-11-1 – 0+620 North Branch – Broken chain link fence in creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 113
CS1 & DM1 – 0+675 North Branch (0+732 2006 report) – Ivy growing over waste 

material, vegetation  growing on slope, filter fabric noted near slope crest (erosion 
protection?)

PHOTO 114
LJ-11-22 – 0+010 West Branch – Tree across creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 115
LJ-11-23 – 0+040 West Branch – Large trees across creek, possibly cut down

PHOTO 116
EB-11-4 – 0+130 West Branch – Erosion 
on outside bend of creek, possible slope 

stability issues above



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 117
LJ-11-24 – 0+150 West Branch – Trees down in creek, some erosion on right bank – possibly due to 

creek being moved by debris

PHOTO 118
SS3 – 0+170 West Branch – No significant changes



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 119
LJ-11-25 – 0+185 West Branch – Several small trees down across creek

PHOTO 120
SS4 – 0+200 West Branch – Some erosion of creek bank in area



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 121
LJ-11-26 – 0+250 West Branch – Small tree in creek

PHOTO 122
LJ-11-27 – 0+275 West Branch – Rotting tree across creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 123
SB2 – 0+290 West Branch – Shed removed, well still present

PHOTO 124
LJ-11-28 – 0+320 West Branch – Tree across creek with root mass



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 125
CC2 – 0+322 West Branch – Some erosion around outlet of culvert, road 

unusable condition

PHOTO  136
LJ-11-29 – 0+360 West Branch – Numerous small logs across creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 127
LJ-11-30 – 0+460 West Branch – Large logs across creek, low flow

PHOTO 128
CS-11-1 – 0+490 West Branch – Cleared area within flood area



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 129
LJ-11-31 – 0+560 West Branch – Logs and wood debris across creek

PHOTO 130
LJ-11-32 – 0+640 West Branch – Large tree across creek



Township of Langley
Anderson Creek
VAN-00203057
January 27, 2012

PHOTO 131
DM-11-2 – 0+700 West Branch – Yard waste placed at crest of slope off trailer park
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Appendix B  
Tables 

Summary of Points of Interest - A 
Summary of High Priority Points of Interest - B 

Summary of Medium Priority Points of Interest - C 
Summary of Low Priority Points of Interest - D 

Summary of Points of Interest on Township Property - E 
  



TABLE A
SUMMARY OF POINTS OF INTEREST

Table A - 1 of 7

Creek Station LB/RB POI Identifier 2006 Report Comments EXP Photos Description Mitigation Priority Land Ownership POI Size (LxWxH)

Anderson Main 0+000 BB WB1 Collapsed bridge - Not in Township of Langley - - Surrey -
Anderson Main 0+010 RB EB1 Vertical slope, sediment source - Not in Township of Langley - - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+087 RB - - -
2 seperate logs lie across creek, with minimal accumulations 
of debris upstream.

- - Surrey -

Anderson Main 0+175 BB LJ-11-1 - 1
Multiple logs across creek, some debris accumulations 
upstream.

Mon Mon PP 2X6X1.5

Anderson Main 0+193 LB CF1 Chainlink fence across floodplain 
(BB)

2
Chain link fence on bank is largely hidden by vegetation, 
possibly originally located on top of eroded bank.

Remove L PP 12X2X1.5

Anderson Main 0+200 LB EB2 Sediment source, no infrastructure 3
Brambles, grass grown up since report, little additional 
erosion. More active from 0+205 to 0+211 (60061)

Mon Mon PP 15X2X3

Anderson Main 0+333 BB WB2 Rotting bridge 4 About 1m above flow, there are minimal accumulations. Mon Mon PP 4X6X1

Anderson Main 0+335 BB CF2 Multiple logs cross creek, creating 
potential fish/debris barrier

5 Some accumulations on RB Remove M PP 0.1X20X1.5

Anderson Main 0+370 BB LJ1 Single large log, no infrastructure 6 No change Mon Mon PP 0.5X5X1

Anderson Main 0+480 BB CF3 Chainlink fence crosses creek 
creating fish/debris barrier

7 Minor debris accumulation, some posts are broken. Remove M TP boundary 0.1X20X1.5

Anderson Main 0+500 BB LJ2 large log jam, potential for erosion, 
no infrastructure.

- Log jam gone - - TP -

Anderson Main 0+500 BB C-11-1 - 8 Cable crosses creek: possible cause of LJ2 Remove M TP 0.1X10X1
Anderson Main 0+520 BB LJ-11-2 - 9 Two logs across creek, approximately 1m freeboard. Mon Mon TP 2.5X8X1.5

Anderson Main 0+590 BB LJ-11-3 - 10
Several trees cross the creek, causing debris accumulations 
upstream. Steep bank on right.

Mon Mon TP 5X6X1.5

Anderson Main 0+630 BB LJ-11-4 - 11 Small logs across creek, creek not completely blocked Mon Mon TP? 6X6X1

Anderson Main 0+730 BB LJ3 Long log cosses creek, no 
infrastructure

12 Only one log Mon Mon PP 2X10X1.5

Anderson Main 0+785 BB LJ-11-5 - 13 Three logs cross creek, no debris accumulation Mon Mon pp 10X12X1.5

Anderson Main 0+820 RB EB6 Channel erosion caused by fallen 
tree, no infrastructure

14 Continuing erosion at channel bank Mon Mon PP 10X2X3

Anderson Main 0+830 BB LJ4 Large log jam adjacent to SF1 
homes located at slope.

15 Logs associated with EB6 and smaller logs 5m upstream. Remove M PP 7X11X1.5

Anderson Main 0+850 LB SF1
Failure on lower half of ravine, the 
cause of LJ4, EB6. Also log jam at 
0+860

16
Further movement of trees on slope, scarp height increased. 
There are structures at slope crest above scarp.

Move creek, add 
erosion protection 

features, flatten 
slope. Possible 
review may be 

required if 
movement 

persists

H PP 30X4X6.7

Anderson Main 0+860 BB LJ5 Large log jam adjacent to SF1 
homes located at slope.

17 Multiple small logs creating debris catchment Remove M PP 8X8X2.5

Anderson Main 0+895 BB LJ-11-6 - 18 Recently fallen cedar creating debris trap. Mon Mon PP 8X8X2.5
Anderson Main 0+940 RB SF-11-1 - 19 Small slough, may cause partial blockage of creek. Mon Mon TP? 7X4X3

Anderson Main 1+005 BB LJ6 Adjacent to SF2, homes at slope 
crest

20 Most trees removed Mon Mon PP 2X7X1.5



TABLE A
SUMMARY OF POINTS OF INTEREST

Table A - 2 of 7

Creek Station LB/RB POI Identifier 2006 Report Comments EXP Photos Description Mitigation Priority Land Ownership POI Size (LxWxH)

Anderson Main 1+010 LB SF2 - 21
Dead poles installed, vegetated upper slope, lower slope 
remains unvegetated with ongoing erosion at the toe.

Mon
Erosion protection 
may be required 

(logs)

Mon TP 6X2X3

Anderson Main 1+025 LB EB7 Reported loss of load by 
homeowner

22
Dead poles, more lean to tree on bank with minimal change 
to bank

Mon Mon TP 8X2X2

Anderson Main 1+030 BB LJ-11-7 - 23
log jam with debris blocking creek. There s some erosion of 
the bank upstream, with dead poles downstream

Remove M TP 4X3X1

Anderson Main 1+045 BB LJ7 Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 
slopes for 2-3m height

24
Large log in creek with some debris. There is continued 
erosion of LB and dead poles downstream to 1+050.

Further toe 
erosion protection

M TP 5X8X3

Anderson Main 1+130 LB SF3 Historic slope failure. Erosion at toe 
of slope leading to further failure.

25 No change from report. Some ravelling continuing at toe. Mon Mon TP 12X3X14

Anderson Main 1+217 RB EB8 Granular bank is eroding 26 Bank is now vegetated and eroosion is abated Mon Mon TP 6X1X1
Anderson Main 1+240 RB SF4 Scarp visible at base of slope 27 Little change Mon Mon TP 2X1X2

Anderson Main 1+245 RB SF-11-2 - 28
Slope failure noted, with no structures above. Tree root ball 
has been included in mass sliding, leaving a near vertical 
scarp.

Mon Mon TP 5X3X3

Anderson Main 1+260 BB LJ8 Large Log jam - Removed - - TP -

Anderson Main 1+250 LB SF-11-3 - 29,30

Slide remediated with dead poles, lashed and secured logs 
and sand bags to move flow of creek away from slope. 
Vegetation of slope is having miniimal success. No further 
slope movement noted, nor any further erosion of toe of 
slope.

Mon Mon TP 25X5X5

Anderson Main 1+300 RB EB9 Long eroding bank 31
Dead poles in creek, with logs used as erosion protection. No 
significant new erosion noted.

Mon Mon TP 10X4X1.5

Anderson Main 1+325 RB EB10 Long vertical bank on outside of 
bend in creek

32
Sand bank with gravel at base. This slope is not vegetated, so 
erosion appears to be continuing, undercutting slope. There 
are no structures on slope above.

Place erosion 
potection

L TP 35X3X4

Anderson Main 1+465 LB SF5 Failure behind school. Scarp visible. 
Fence present at crest of  slope.

33
Scarp higher on slope, no vegetation on unstable slope. Trees 
have moved closer to creek and some yard waste has been 
placed on crest of slope.

Protect toe, may 
also have to move 

fence.
H School District 25X3X9

Anderson Main 1+490 RB EB11 Long vertical bank on outside of 
bend in creek

34 Undermined tree, continuing erosion. Mon Mon TP 7X2X1.5

Anderson Main 1+520 LB SF6 Small scarp at base of ravine slope 35 Slope is vegetating, little change. Mon Mon TP 4X2X2.5

Anderson Main 1+525 RB EB11-1 - 36
Remediated area (using dead poles and gabions) appears 
effective.

Mon Mon TP 5X2X1

Anderson Main 1+535 LB LJ-11-8 - 37
Tree has recently fallen in creek causing erosion of the bank. 
There are no structures on slope above.

Remove L TP 6X3X6

Anderson Main 1+545 RB EB12 Vertical eroding bank creating 
potential for slope failure

38 Creek moved away, minimal flow adjacent to bank. Mon Mon TP 10X1X2

Anderson Main 1+575 LB EB13 Vertical eroding bank with small 
terrace.

39 No change Mon Mon TP 7X1X2

Anderson Main 1+590 RB EB14 Vertical eroding bank creating 
potential for slope failure.

40
Erosion remediated with lashed-together logs and vegetation; 
creek has moved away.

Mon Mon TP 11X4X2.5

Anderson Main 1+675 LB SF-11-4 - 41
Slope failure in sand bank. Rootmass has fallen into creek. 
There is a structure on the crest of the slope at the striaight 
part of the stream

Provide erosion 
protection

H PP 20X3X8

Anderson Main 1+700 LB SF7 Slope failure part way up slope with 
shed at crest of slope.

42
New longer shed has been built closer to bank. No change to 
slope.

Mon Mon TP 7X1X3
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Anderson Main 1+735 LB EB15 Failing riprap leading to erosion of 
bank.

43 No change. Mon Mon TP 2X1X2

Anderson Main 1+735 RB D-11-1 - 44 pipe outlet noted on slope, no significant erosion noted.
Extend pipe to 

creek
L TP 1X1X5

Anderson Main 1+730 LB RR1 Riprapped bank failed at EB15 - No change Mon Mon PP 40X2X2
Anderson Main 1+730 RB RR2 Riprapped bank - No change Mon Mon PP 40X2X2
Anderson Main 1+780 RB CC3 Twin concrete box culverts 45 No change Mon for debris Mon TP 50X3X2.5
Anderson Main 1+815 RB CP1 Cast in place concrete ledge 45 No change, lock blocks and gabions on top Mon Mon TP 10X0.5X1

Anderson Main 1+825 RB EB16 Minor bank erosion upstream of 
CP1

46 Minimal continued erosion noted Mon Mon PP 5X1X0.75

Anderson Main 1+825 LB CP2 Cast in place concrete ledge 47 No change Mon Mon TP 20X1X1.2

Anderson Main 1+825 LB GB2 Gabion baskets 2-3 rows high in 
good shape

48 No change Mon Mon TP 20X1X2.5

Anderson Main 1+830 LB RR3 Riprapped bank upstream of 
concrete ledge

47 No significant issues Mon Mon ROW? 5X2X1

Anderson Main 1+840 LB CS2 Ravine slope cleared of most of its 
vegetation

49
Slope appears stable following tree clearance; some small 
vegetation taking root.

Revegetate L PP 20X20X4

Anderson Main 1+840 LB DM2 Large amount of yard waste on 
cleared slope

49 No additional waste noted, ivy growing over waste Mon L PP 5X5X3

Anderson Main 1+840 RB LJ9 Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 
slopes for 2-3m height

- Appears to have been removed. None - PP -

Anderson Main 1+860 LB DM3
Yard waste deposited on top of 
bank

50 Significant amounts of yard waste.

Remove. Request 
owner to cease 
practice if still 

continuing

L PP 5X7X3

Anderson Main 1+880 RB LJ-11-9 - 51
Downed trees across creek creating potential blockage. some 
clearance from creek

Mon Mon PP 2X5X2

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CS3 Floodpain cleared 52 Ivy has taken over grass. Revegetate Low PP 30X10X1

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CP3 Cast in place concrete deflectors 53 No change. Remove Low PP 4X4X1

Anderson Main 1+900 LB DM4 Protrusion into creek. Resultant 
earthfill over garbage

54 no change. There is some curvature of trees on slope.

Monitor slope for 
movement. Dig 

hand pits to 
determine 

material (Possible 
enviro. issue)

L PP 20X15X5

Anderson Main 1+900 LB CS4 Large dumped material site; no 
vegetation.

54 No change. Revegetate L PP 20X15X5

Anderson Main 1+950 LB RR4 Riprapped with square block 55 No change. No visible bank erosion. Mon Mon PP 4X1X0.5

Anderson Main 1+955 LB EB17 Minor bank erosion. Homes on 
crest of slope.

- Erosion ongoing; some resultant undercutting of slope. Erosion protection M PP 5X1X1

Anderson Main 1+955 RB EB18 Bank erosion into terrace. 56 Erosion ongoing; resulting in undercutting of terrace Mon L PP 8X1X1

Anderson Main 1+965 LB SF-11-5 - 57
Slope failure: sloughing into creek. Tree in creek causing 
partial blockage. There are homes on slope crest.

Mon M PP 7X4X3

Anderson Main 1+970 RB LJ-11-10 - 58 Small trees and debris are causing potential blockage. Mon Mon PP 4X6X1.5

Anderson Main 1+975 RB EB19 Vertical eroding bank on outside 
bend

59 Erosion ongoing Erosion protection M PP 15X1X2

Anderson Main 1+975 RB SF8 Slope failure caused by eroding 
bank

59
Additional trees down. Slope is actively sloughing material 
into creek. There are homes at crest of slope.

Erosion 
protection, 
vegetation

H PP 15X1X5

Anderson Main 2+030 LB EB20 Bank erosion into terrace.  Potential 
for slope erosion.

- Very slight additional erosion of terrace. Erosion protection L PP 8X1X1
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Anderson Main 2+065 BB LJ-11-11 - 60 Living tree across creek leaving about 1m clearance. Mon Mon PP 1X8X2

Anderson Main 2+100 LB GB3
2 and 3 layers of Gabion baskets in 
good condition

61 some mesh missing on base row with rounded rocks.

Repair mesh oor 
place large 

boulders over torn 
mesh (rip rap)

M PP 33X1.5X2.5

Anderson Main 2+100 LB TC1 Timber crib walls upslope of GB3. 
Some rot.

62 No change Mon Mon PP 20X3X3

Anderson Main 2+115 LB DM5
Large amount of yard waste, 
potential for slope instability (High 
priority)

63 Ivy covered Mon Mon PP 5X5X5

Anderson Main 2+115 LB EB21 Large Cedar about to fall 64 Large cedar still falling, though stil alive.
Mon for erosion 

and creek 
blockage.

Mon PP 8X2X1

Anderson Main 2+125 LB RR5

Riprap placed on LB has failed. It 
appears that rock was end dumped. 
It is strewn along creek, ending at 
37A st.

65 1' shot rock makes little discernable change.
Mon for erosion 

bank failure
Mon PP X1X1

Anderson Main 2+130 LB EB22
History of bank erosion along outer 
bend resulting in debris deposits in 
channel

66 Minimal change Mon Mon PP 35X1X2

Anderson Main 2+145 BB LJ10 Log jam has formed from extensive 
LB loss of material

67 Associated with EB22, creek flows under and between debris Remove M PP 12X1X1

Anderson Main 2+175 LB RR6

Rip rap on LB has failed. Much of  
the rock in the creek is river gravel. 
Cobbles placed as bank protection 
are too small.

- Continuation of RR5 Mon as per RR5 Mon PP 50X1X1

Anderson Main 2+180 LB EB23 Bank erosion is not currently an 
issue as creek has moved away.

68 Creek flow is still away from LB Mon Mon PP 9X1X2

Anderson Main 2+195 RB DM6 Dumped yard waste at top of RB 69 No additional waste noted, ivy growing up and around waste Remove L PP 4X4X3

Anderson Main 2+195 RB LJ11 Log jam at sharp bend in channel 
adjacent to DM6

70 Log partially in creek: no debris Mon Mon PP 2X5X1

Anderson Main 2+210 LB EB24
Long high vertical bank erosion, 
minimal mature vegetation, large 
sediment source.

71 Erosion of sand bank continuing Bank protection M PP 22X2X4

Anderson Main 2+220 RB LJ-11-12 - 71
Log jam - debris across creek with exposed bank adjacent 
(EB24)

remove M PP 3x5x1

Anderson Main 2+230 LB EB25 Bank erosion minimized by riprarian 
vegtation

72 No changes - residence at crest Mon Mon PP 4x1x1.5

Anderson Main 2+235 RB CS5 Floodplain area cleared of 
vegetation, grass well established

73 Dead trees in creek removed revegetate L PP 22x9x1

Anderson Main 2+250 RB RR7 rip rap placed sporadically minor 
erosion continuing

74 No change Mon Mon PP 26x1x1

Anderson Main 2+255 RB DM-11-1 - 75 dumped yard waste - potential to destabilize slope remove L PP 4x4x2

Anderson Main 2+310 LB RR8
rip rap placed sporadically has been 
mobilized. Rocks up to 1 m - avg 0.3 
m

76 rip rap across ck onto right bank, appears effective Mon Mon PP 30x2x1.5

Anderson Main 2+320 LB EB26 Bank erosion at upsream end RR8 77 no signifcant change - homes at crest Mon Mon PP 5x1x1

Anderson Main 2+320 RB RR9
rip rap placed on LB somewhat 
effective throughout channle Rock 
size up to 1 m avg 0.3 m

78 Continuation of RR7 - no change Mon Mon PP 65x1x1
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Anderson Main 2+335 RB TC-11-1 - 79
Wood cribbing retaining wall on slope appears to be some 
rot, supports on vertical posts

Mon Mon PP 10x5x3

Anderson Main 2+350 RB TC-11-2 - 80
Wood cribbing retaining walls supported by vertical posts - 
appear to be in generally good condition

Mon Mon PP 15x8x4

Anderson Main 2+360 RB CS6 Floodplain area cleared - grass 
established

81 some eroison at bank edge - tree close to falling Revegetate L PP 25x7x1

Anderson Main 2+385 LB RR10 Rip rap placed on Left Bank and 
slope, channel bed also armoured

82 No change Mon Mon PP 30x1.5x2.5

Anderson Main 2+385 LB SF9 Evidence of several old failures 
along 30 m section of RR10

82
Grass & vegetationpresent - slides appear inactive, retaining 
wall at crest

Mon Mon PP 30x5x4

Anderson Main 2+400 RB RR11 Rip rap placed on Right Bank and 
slope - Channel bed also armoured

83 0.3 m rip rap - no change Mon Mon PP 45x3x2.5

Anderson Main 2+445 RB EB27

Right bank erosion along diverted 
channel between confluence with 
old channel and protected bank 
with rip rap & gabion baskets

84 Active slope erosion underminng tree at crest of slope Mon Mon PP 27x5x3

Anderson Main 2+445 LB EB28

Left Bank erosion along diverted 
channel between confluence with 
old channel and protected bank.  
Bank well vegetated

85 Vegetated slope - does not appear active Mon Mon PP 27x2x2

Anderson Main 2+445 BB RR12 Rip rap placed on bed of diverted 
channel

86 Up to 0.5 m shot rock - no change Mon Mon PP 27x4x0.5

Anderson Main 2+480 RB GB4

Gabion baskets on Right Bank, 3 
rows high.  Baskets are failing at 
upstream end.  Basket rows have 
moved and are slumping and basket 
wire on bottom row rusted and 
rocks are falling out at 2+500

87 Gabion basket 2+500 appears ot have lost more rocks replace/ repair H TP 51x2x4

Anderson Main 2+480 RB RR13
Rip rap on right bank at base of 
gabion baskets and on bed of 
channel

87 No change Mon Mon TP 51x2x1

Anderson Main 2+480 LB GB5 Gabion baskets four rows high 88 significant movement of upper baskets replace H TP 2x5x2

Anderson Main 2+480 LB RR14 Rip rap on Left Bank and bed of 
channel

89 No change Mon Mon TP 60x2x1

Anderson Main 2+490 LB LJ-11-13 - 90 Tree down above creek Mon Mon TP 2x5x2

Anderson Main 2+512 RB CP4
Lock blocks between culvert and 
gabion baskets 3 high good 
condition

91 No change Mon Mon TP 9x1x2.5

Anderson Main 2+527 BB CC4 Corrugated metal culvert 3 m high 4 
m wide under 36A - good condition

91 No change Mon Mon TP 19x4x3

North Branch 0+045 LB EB3 Small eroding bank no infrasructure 92
Mostly vegetated, steep slope, minor erosion ofslope 
occurring

Mon Mon PP 3x3x2

North Branch 0+067 LB EB-11-2 - 93 Some erosion occurring at toe of slope Mon Mon PP 2x1x1.5

North Branch 0+080 BB LJ-11-14 - 94
Log down across ck, possible blockage, creek flowing under 
tree

Mon Mon PP 1x4x1.5

North Branch 0+095 BB LJ-11-15 - 95
Downed log, partially in creek; creek flowing around/under 
tree

Mon Mon TP 1x1x1

North Branch 0+130 RB EB4 small eroding bank 96 No change - vertical bank Mon Mon TP 4x1x1.5
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North Branch 0+130 LB SF-11-6 - 97
Slide scarp evident, vegetated slope, minor curvature to some 
trees, surficial movement, no structures, some material 
deposited in creek

Mon Mon TP 30x6x6

North Branch 0+165 LB EB-11-3 - 98
Erosion of soils undermining tree above high water mark.  
Buildings at slope crest

Erosion protection L TP 3x2x2

North Branch 0+190 BB LJ-11-16 - - Tree across ck, good clearance for ck Mon Mon TP 2x3x2

North Branch 0+260 RB EB5 Small eroding bank - no 
infrastructure

99 No change Mon Mon TP 6x1x0.5

North Branch 0+270 BB LJ-11-17 - 100 Creek flows under tree, little space below log Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+285 BB LJ-11-18 - 101
Trees down across ck, water flowing under, minimal space 
between creek and trees

Mon Mon TP 10X4X1

North Branch 0+320 BB LJ-11-19 - - Tree down across ck, minimal space between ck and tree Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+320 RB SF-11-7 - 102
Undulating slope and curved tree trunks inidcate surficial 
slope movement

Mon Mon TP 20x8x5

North Branch 0+366 RB SS1 Seepage from slope 3 m from ck, 
potential for slope erosion

103
Minor ongoing undermining of slope by seeping water, 0.5m 
high vertical bank formed

Mon Mon TP 5x3x1

North Branch 0+390 RB SS2 Seepage from slope 1 m from ck.  
Potential for slope erosion

104 Vertical scarp about 1 m high forming about 3m from creek Mon Mon PP 4x2.5x2

North Branch 0+420 RB SB1 Concrete shed 105 No change Mon Mon PP 4X2X2

North Branch 0+425 BB CF4 Chain link fence crossing flood plain 
and ck potential debris catcher

106 No change remove L PP 2x25x1.5

North Branch 0+450 LB GB1 Gabion Basket, 20 m length, two 
rows high, good condition

107 Baskets appear in good condition Mon Mon TP 22x2x1.5

North Branch 0+480 BB CC1 concrete culvert (1.5 m dia) partially 
filled with debris

107 No change
clean debris out, 

install debris 
catchment

H TP 40x1.5x1.5

North Branch 0+510 BB LJ-11-20 - 108 trees down across creek Mon Mon PP 2x5x2
North Branch 0+515 BB LJ-11-21 - 109 logs and debris creating potential blockage Mon Mon TP 2x3x1

North Branch 0+520 RB SF-11-8 - -
Slide scarp near slope crest indicating potentialy unstable 
slope

Mon Mon TP 5x4x4

North Branch 0+520 BB CF5
Chicken wire crossing floodplain 
and creek.  Potential debris catcher 
(minor due to flows)

110 Removed - - PP -

North Branch 0+550 BB CF6 Chainlink fence crossing floodplain 
and creek potential debris catcher

111 No change remove L PP 0.5x8x1.5

North Branch 0+620 LB CF-11-1 - 112 Broken chain link fence in creek potential debris catcher remove L PP 0.5x10x1.5

North Branch 0+675 RB CS1
Ravine slope has been cleared of 
most mature vegetation, otential 
for slope instabilities

113
no indications of slope instabilites, filter fabric (erosion 
protection?) noted on slope immediately below home, some 
vegetation growing

revegetate with 
native plants

L PP 20x20x5

North Branch 0+675 RB DM1
Large amount of material (yard 
waste) top of cleared slope.  
Potential for slpoe instability

113 Ivy growing over yard waste, no additional waste noted remove L PP 5x5x3

West Branch 0+010 BB LJ-11-22 - 114 Tree down across creek potential debris catcher Mon Mon PP 2x4x1.5

West Branch 0+040 BB LJ-11-23 - 115
Large trees down across creek, cut while down, potential 
blockage

Mon Mon PP 4x4x2

West Branch 0+130 LB EB-11-4 - 116
Minor erosion on outside of band, possible slope instabilities 
above

Mon Mon PP 10x1x1

West Branch 0+150 BB LJ-11-24 - 117 Trees down across creek potential blockage Mon Mon PP 2x5x1
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West Branch 0+170 LB SS3
Large seepage area at base of ravine 
slope on ck floodplain, potential for 
slope instability

118 No significant change Mon Mon PP 5x4x2

West Branch 0+185 BB LJ-11-25 - 119 Several small trees down across creek - pootential blockage Mon Mon PP 10x4x1

West Branch 0+200 LB SS4
seepage area on LB several metres 
from creek, potential for slope 
instability

120 Some erosion of creek bank - no siginficant change Mon Mon PP 3x3x1

West Branch 0+250 BB LJ-11-26 - 121 Small tree in creek - potential blockage Mon Mon PP 2x4x1
West Branch 0+275 BB LJ-11-27 - 122 Tree across creek - potential blockage Mon Mon PP 1x4x1
West Branch 0+290 LB SB2 old timber shed with well 123 Shed removed - - PP 2.5x2x2
West Branch 0+320 BB LJ-11-28 - 124 Trees across creek with root mass, potential blockage Mon Mon PP 2x4x2

West Branch 0+322 BB CC2
Concrete culvert (700 mm dia) 
under old road crossing ck and 
traversing slope

125
Some erosion of creek banks at culvert outlet.  Does not 
appear to serve a purpose presently, may clog in future.

Remove M PP 5x1x1

West Branch 0+360 BB LJ-11-29 - 126 Small trees and wood debris in creek from 0+337 to 0+400 Mon Mon PP 63x4x2

West Branch 0+460 BB LJ-11-30 - 127 Large logs across creek, potential blockage - minimal flow Mon Mon PP 3x4x2

West Branch 0+490 LB CS-11-1 - 128 Cleared areas in floodplain, table and wood structure revegetate L PP 10x8x1

West Branch 0+560 BB LJ-11-31 - 129 Logs and wood debris across creek, potential for blockage Mon Mon PP 4x4x1

West Branch 0+640 BB LJ-11-32 - 130 Large tree across creek - potential blockage Mon Mon PP 2x4x2

West Branch 0+700 RB DM-11-2 - 131
Yard waste at crest of slope off trailer park, potential for slope 
destabilization

remove L PP 4x3x2
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Anderson Main 0+850 LB SF1
Failure on lower half of ravine, the 
cause of LJ4, EB6. Also log jam at 
0+860

16
Further movement of trees on slope, scarp height increased. 
There are structures at slope crest above scarp.

Move creek, add 
erosion protection 

features, flatten 
slope. Possible 
review may be 

required if 
movement 

persists

H PP 30X4X6.7

Anderson Main 1+465 LB SF5 Failure behind school. Scarp visible. 
Fence present at crest of  slope.

33
Scarp higher on slope, no vegetation on unstable slope. Trees 
have moved closer to creek and some yard waste has been 
placed on crest of slope.

Protect toe, may 
also have to move 

fence.
H School District 25X3X9

Anderson Main 1+675 LB SF-11-4 - 41
Slope failure in sand bank. Rootmass has fallen into creek. 
There is a structure on the crest of the slope at the striaight 
part of the stream

Provide erosion 
protection

H PP 20X3X8

Anderson Main 1+975 RB SF8 Slope failure caused by eroding 
bank

59
Additional trees down. Slope is actively sloughing material 
into creek. There are homes at crest of slope.

Erosion 
protection, 
vegetation

H PP 15X1X5

Anderson Main 2+480 RB GB4

Gabion baskets on Right Bank, 3 
rows high.  Baskets are failing at 
upstream end.  Basket rows have 
moved and are slumping and basket 
wire on bottom row rusted and 
rocks are falling out at 2+500

87 Gabion basket 2+500 appears ot have lost more rocks replace/ repair H TP 51x2x4

Anderson Main 2+480 LB GB5 Gabion baskets four rows high 88 Significant movement of upper baskets replace H TP 2x5x2

North Branch 0+480 BB CC1 concrete culvert (1.5 m dia) partially 
filled with debris

107 No change
clean debris out, 

install debris 
catchment

H TP 40x1.5x1.5
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Anderson Main 0+335 BB CF2
Multiple logs cross creek, creating 
potential fish/debris barrier

5 Some accumulations on RB Remove M PP 0.1X20X1.5

Anderson Main 0+480 BB CF3 Chainlink fence crosses creek 
creating fish/debris barrier

7 Minor debris accumulation, some posts are broken. Remove M TP boundary 0.1X20X1.5

Anderson Main 0+500 BB C-11-1 - 8 Cable crosses creek: possible cause of LJ2 Remove M TP 0.1X10X1

Anderson Main 0+830 BB LJ4 Large log jam adjacent to SF1 homes 
located at slope.

15 Logs associated with EB6 and smaller logs 5m upstream. Remove M PP 7X11X1.5

Anderson Main 0+860 BB LJ5 Large log jam adjacent to SF1 homes 
located at slope.

17 Multiple small logs creating debris catchment Remove M PP 8X8X2.5

Anderson Main 1+030 BB LJ-11-7 - 23
log jam with debris blocking creek. There s some erosion of 
the bank upstream, with dead poles downstream

Remove M TP 4X3X1

Anderson Main 1+045 BB LJ7 Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 
slopes for 2-3m height

24
Large log in creek with some debris. There is continued 
erosion of LB and dead poles downstream to 1+050.

Further toe 
erosion protection

M TP 5X8X3

Anderson Main 1+955 LB EB17 Minor bank erosion. Homes on crest 
of slope.

- Erosion ongoing; some resultant undercutting of slope. Erosion protection M PP 5X1X1

Anderson Main 1+965 LB SF-11-5 - 57
Slope failure: sloughing into creek. Tree in creek causing 
partial blockage. There are homes on slope crest.

Mon M PP 7X4X3

Anderson Main 1+975 RB EB19 Vertical eroding bank on outside 
bend

59 Erosion ongoing Erosion protection M PP 15X1X2

Anderson Main 2+100 LB GB3
2 and 3 layers of Gabion baskets in 
good condition

61 Some mesh missing on base row with rounded rocks.

Repair mesh oor 
place large 

boulders over torn 
mesh (rip rap)

M PP 33X1.5X2.5

Anderson Main 2+145 BB LJ10 Log jam has formed from extensive 
LB loss of material

67 Associated with EB22, creek flows under and between debris Remove M PP 12X1X1

Anderson Main 2+210 LB EB24
Long high vertical bank erosion, 
minimal mature vegetation, large 
sediment source.

71 Erosion of sand bank continuing Bank protection M PP 22X2X4

Anderson Main 2+220 RB LJ-11-12 - 71 Log jam - debris across ck with exposed bank adjacnet (EB24) Remove M PP 3x5x1

West Branch 0+322 BB CC2
Concrete culvert (700 mm dia) 
under old road crossing ck and 
traversing slope

125
Some erosion of creek banks at culvert outlet.  Does not 
appear to serve a purpose presently, may clog in future.

Remove M PP 5x1x1
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Anderson Main 0+193 LB CF1
Chainlink fence across floodplain 
(BB)

2
Chain link fence on bank is largely hidden by vegetation, 
possibly originally located on top of eroded bank.

Remove L PP 12X2X1.5

Anderson Main 1+325 RB EB10 Long vertical bank on outside of 
bend in creek

32
Sand bank with gravel at base. This slope is not vegetated, so 
erosion appears to be continuing, undercutting slope. There 
are no structures on slope above.

Place erosion 
potection

L TP 35X3X4

Anderson Main 1+535 LB LJ-11-8 - 37
Tree has recently fallen in creek causing erosion of the bank. 
There are no structures on slope above.

Remove L TP 6X3X6

Anderson Main 1+735 RB D-11-1 - 44 pipe outlet noted on slope, no significant erosion noted.
Extend pipe to 

creek
L TP 1X1X5

Anderson Main 1+840 LB CS2 Ravine slope cleared of most of its 
vegetation

49
Slope appears stable following tree clearance; some small 
vegetation taking root.

Revegetate L PP 20X20X4

Anderson Main 1+840 LB DM2 Large amount of yard waste on 
cleared slope

49 No additional waste noted, ivy growing over waste Mon L PP 5X5X3

Anderson Main 1+860 LB DM3
Yard waste deposited on top of 
bank

50 Significant amounts of yard waste.

Remove. Request 
owner to cease 
practice if still 

continuing

L PP 5X7X3

Anderson Main 1+900 LB DM4 Protrusion into creek. Resultant 
earthfill over garbage

54 No change. There is some curvature of trees on slope.

Monitor slope for 
movement. Dig 

hand pits to 
determine 

material (Possible 
enviro issue)

L PP 20X15X5

Anderson Main 1+900 LB CS4 Large dumped material site; no 
vegetation.

54 No change. Revegetate L PP 20X15X5

Anderson Main 1+955 RB EB18 Bank erosion into terrace. 56 Erosion ongoing; resulting in undercutting of terrace Mon L PP 8X1X1

Anderson Main 2+030 LB EB20 Bank erosion into terrace.  Potential 
for slope erosion.

- Very slight additional erosion of terrace. Erosion protection L PP 8X1X1

Anderson Main 2+195 RB DM6 Dumped yard waste at top of RB 69 No additional waste noted, ivy growing up and around waste Remove L PP 4X4X3

Anderson Main 2+235 RB CS5 Floodplain area cleared of 
vegetation, grass well established

73 Dead trees in creek removed revegetate L PP 22x9x1

Anderson Main 2+255 RB DM-11-1 - 75 Dumped yard waste - potential to destabilize slope Remove L PP 4x4x2

Anderson Main 2+360 RB CS6 Floodplain area cleared - grass 
established

81 Some eroison at bank edge - tree close to falling Revegetate L PP 25x7x1

North Branch 0+165 LB EB-11-3 - 98
Erosion of soils undermining tree above high water mark.  
Buildings at slope crest

Erosion protection L TP 3x2x2

North Branch 0+425 BB CF4 Chain link fence crossing flood plain 
and ck potential debris catcher

106 No change Remove L PP 2x25x1.5

North Branch 0+550 BB CF6 Chainlink fence crossing floodplain 
and creek potential debris catcher

111 No change remove L PP 0.5x8x1.5

North Branch 0+620 LB CF-11-1 - 112 Broken chain link fence in creek potential debris catcher remove L PP 0.5x10x1.5

North Branch 0+675 RB CS1
Ravine slope has been cleared of 
most mature vegetation, otential 
for slope instabilities

113
No indications of slope instabilites, filter fabric (erosion 
protection?) noted on slope immediately below home, some 
vegetation growing

revegetate with 
native plants

L PP 20x20x5
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North Branch 0+675 RB DM1
Large amount of material (yard 
waste) top of cleared slope.  
Potential for slope instability

113 Ivy growing over yard waste, no additional waste noted Remove L PP 5x5x3

West Branch 0+490 LB CS-11-1 - 128 Cleared areas in floodplain, table and wood structure revegetate L PP 10x8x1

West Branch 0+700 RB DM-11-2 - 131
Yard waste at crest of slope off trailer park, potential for slope 
destabilization

Remove L PP 4x3x2

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CS3 Floodpain cleared 52 Ivy has taken over grass. Revegetate Low PP 30X10X1

Anderson Main 1+900 RB CP3 Cast in place concrete deflectors 53 No change. Remove Low PP 4X4X1



TABLE E
SUMMARY OF POINTS OF INTEREST ON TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Table E - 1 of 3

Creek Station LB/RB POI Identifier 2006 Report Comments EXP Photos Description Mitigation Priority Land Ownership POI Size (LxWxH)

Anderson Main 1+830 LB RR3
Riprapped bank upstream of 
concrete ledge

47 No significant issues Mon Mon ROW? 5X2X1

Anderson Main 1+465 LB SF5 Failure behind school. Scarp visible. 
Fence present at crest of  slope.

33
Scarp higher on slope, no vegetation on unstable slope. Trees 
have moved closer to creek and some yard waste has been 
placed on crest of slope.

Protect toe, may 
also have to move 

fence.
H School District 25X3X9

Anderson Main 0+500 BB LJ2 large log jam, potential for erosion, 
no infrastructure.

- Log jam gone - - TP -

Anderson Main 0+500 BB C-11-1 - 8 Cable crosses creek: possible cause of LJ2 Remove M TP 0.1X10X1
Anderson Main 0+520 BB LJ-11-2 - 9 Two logs across creek, approximately 1m freeboard. Mon Mon TP 2.5X8X1.5

Anderson Main 0+590 BB LJ-11-3 - 10
Several trees cross the creek, causing debris accumulations 
upstream. Steep bank on right.

Mon Mon TP 5X6X1.5

Anderson Main 1+010 LB SF2 - 21
Dead poles installed, vegetated upper slope, lower slope 
remains unvegetated with ongoing erosion at the toe.

Mon
Erosion protection 
may be required 

(logs)

Mon TP 6X2X3

Anderson Main 1+025 LB EB7 Reported loss of load by 
homeowner

22
Dead poles, more lean to tree on bank with minimal change 
to bank

Mon Mon TP 8X2X2

Anderson Main 1+030 BB LJ-11-7 - 23
log jam with debris blocking creek. There s some erosion of 
the bank upstream, with dead poles downstream

Remove M TP 4X3X1

Anderson Main 1+045 BB LJ7 Log Jam near SF3. Near vertical 
slopes for 2-3m height

24
Large log in creek with some debris. There is continued 
erosion of LB and dead poles downstream to 1+050.

Further toe 
erosion protection

M TP 5X8X3

Anderson Main 1+130 LB SF3 Historic slope failure. Erosion at toe 
of slope leading to further failure.

25 No change from report. Some ravelling continuing at toe. Mon Mon TP 12X3X14

Anderson Main 1+217 RB EB8 Granular bank is eroding 26 Bank is now vegetated and eroosion is abated Mon Mon TP 6X1X1
Anderson Main 1+240 RB SF4 Scarp visible at base of slope 27 Little change Mon Mon TP 2X1X2

Anderson Main 1+245 RB SF-11-2 - 28
Slope failure noted, with no structures above. Tree root ball 
has been included in mass sliding, leaving a near vertical 
scarp.

Mon Mon TP 5X3X3

Anderson Main 1+250 LB SF-11-3 - 29,30

Slide remediated with dead ploes, lashed and secured logs 
and sand bags to move flow of creek away from slope. 
Vegetation of slope is having miniimal success. No further 
slope movement noted, nor any further erosion of toe of 
slope.

Mon Mon TP 25X5X5

Anderson Main 1+260 BB LJ8 Large Log jam - Removed - - TP -

Anderson Main 1+300 RB EB9 Long eroding bank 31
Dead poles in creek, with logs used as erosion protection. No 
significant new erosion noted.

Mon Mon TP 10X4X1.5

Anderson Main 1+325 RB EB10
Long vertical bank on outside of 
bend in creek

32
Sand bank with gravel at base. This slope is not vegetated, so 
erosion appears to be continuing, undercutting slope. There 
are no structures on slope above.

Place erosion 
potection

L TP 35X3X4

Anderson Main 1+490 RB EB11 Long vertical bank on outside of 
bend in creek

34 Undermined tree, continuing erosion. Mon Mon TP 7X2X1.5

Anderson Main 1+520 LB SF6 Small scarp at base of ravine slope 35 Slope is vegetating, little change. Mon Mon TP 4X2X2.5

Anderson Main 1+525 RB EB11-1 - 36
Remediated area (using dead poles and gabions) appears 
effective.

Mon Mon TP 5X2X1

Anderson Main 1+535 LB LJ-11-8 - 37
Tree has recently fallen in creek causing erosion of the bank. 
There are no structures on slope above.

Remove L TP 6X3X6

Anderson Main 1+545 RB EB12 Vertical eroding bank creating 
potential for slope failure

38 Creek moved away, minimal flow adjacent to bank. Mon Mon TP 10X1X2



TABLE E
SUMMARY OF POINTS OF INTEREST ON TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Table E - 2 of 3

Creek Station LB/RB POI Identifier 2006 Report Comments EXP Photos Description Mitigation Priority Land Ownership POI Size (LxWxH)

Anderson Main 1+575 LB EB13 Vertical eroding bank with small 
terrace.

39 No change Mon Mon TP 7X1X2

Anderson Main 1+590 RB EB14 Vertical eroding bank creating 
potential for slope failure.

40
Erosion remediated with lashed-together logs and vegetation; 
creek has moved away.

Mon Mon TP 11X4X2.5

Anderson Main 1+700 LB SF7 Slope failure part way up slope with 
shed at crest of slope.

42
New longer shed has been built closer to bank. No change to 
slope.

Mon Mon TP 7X1X3

Anderson Main 1+735 LB EB15 Failing riprap leading to erosion of 
bank.

43 No change. Mon Mon TP 2X1X2

Anderson Main 1+735 RB D-11-1 - 44 pipe outlet noted on slope, no significant erosion noted.
Extend pipe to 

creek
L TP 1X1X5

Anderson Main 1+780 RB CC3 Twin concrete box culverts 45 No change Mon for debris Mon TP 50X3X2.5
Anderson Main 1+815 RB CP1 Cast in place concrete ledge 45 No change, lock blocks and gabions on top Mon Mon TP 10X0.5X1
Anderson Main 1+825 LB CP2 Cast in place concrete ledge 47 No change Mon Mon TP 20X1X1.2

Anderson Main 1+825 LB GB2 Gabion baskets 2-3 rows high in 
good shape

48 No change Mon Mon TP 20X1X2.5

Anderson Main 2+480 RB GB4

Gabion baskets on Right Bank, 3 
rows high.  Baskets are failing at 
upstream end.  Basket rows have 
moved and are slumping and basket 
wire on bottom row rusted and 
rocks are falling out at 2+500

87 Gabion basket 2+500 appears ot have lost more rocks replace/ repair H TP 51x2x4

Anderson Main 2+480 RB RR13
Rip rap on right bank at base of 
gabion baskets and on bed of 
channel

87 No change Mon Mon TP 51x2x1

Anderson Main 2+480 LB GB5 Gabion baskets four rows high 88 Significant movement of upper baskets replace H TP 2x5x2
Anderson Main 2+490 LB LJ-11-13 - 90 Tree down above creek Mon Mon TP 2x5x2

Anderson Main 2+512 RB CP4
Lock blocks between culvert and 
gabion baskets 3 high good 
condition

91 No change Mon Mon TP 9x1x2.5

Anderson Main 2+527 BB CC4 Corrugated metal culvert 3 m high 4 
m wide under 36A - good condition

91 No change Mon Mon TP 19x4x3

North Branch 0+095 BB LJ-11-15 - 95 Downed log, partially in ck, ck flowing around/ under tree Mon Mon TP 1x1x1

North Branch 0+130 RB EB4 Small eroding bank 96 no change - vertical bank Mon Mon TP 4x1x1.5

North Branch 0+130 LB SF-11-6 - 97
Slide scarp evident, vegetated slope, minor curvature to some 
trees, surficial movement, no structures, some material 
deposited in creek

Mon Mon TP 30x6x6

North Branch 0+165 LB EB-11-3 - 98
Erosion of soils undermining tree above high water mark.  
Buildings at slope crest

Erosion protection L TP 3x2x2

North Branch 0+190 BB LJ-11-16 - - Tree across creek, good clearance for creek Mon Mon TP 2x3x2

North Branch 0+260 RB EB5 Small eroding bank - no 
infrastructure

99 No change Mon Mon TP 6x1x0.5

North Branch 0+270 BB LJ-11-17 - 100 Creek flows under tree, little space below log Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+285 BB LJ-11-18 - 101
Trees down across ck, water flowing under, minimal space 
between creek and trees

Mon Mon TP 10X4X1

North Branch 0+320 BB LJ-11-19 - - Tree down across ck, minimal space between creek and tree Mon Mon TP 2x4x1

North Branch 0+320 RB SF-11-7 - 102
Undulating slope and curved tree trunks inidcate surficial 
slope movement

Mon Mon TP 20x8x5

North Branch 0+366 RB SS1 Seepage from slope 3 m from ck, 
potential for slope erosion

103
Minor ongoing undermining of slope by seeping water, 0.5 m 
high vertical bank formed

Mon Mon TP 5x3x1

North Branch 0+450 LB GB1 Gabion Basket, 20 m length, two 
rows high, good condition

107 baskets appear in good condition Mon Mon TP 22x2x1.5



TABLE E
SUMMARY OF POINTS OF INTEREST ON TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Table E - 3 of 3

Creek Station LB/RB POI Identifier 2006 Report Comments EXP Photos Description Mitigation Priority Land Ownership POI Size (LxWxH)

North Branch 0+480 BB CC1 Concrete culvert (1.5 m dia) 
partially filled with debris

107 No change
clean debris out, 

install debris 
catchment

H TP 40x1.5x1.5

North Branch 0+515 BB LJ-11-21 - 109 Logs and debris creating potential blockage Mon Mon TP 2x3x1

North Branch 0+520 RB SF-11-8 - -
Slide scarp near slope crest indicating potentialy unstable 
slope

Mon Mon TP 5x4x4

Anderson Main 2+480 LB RR14 Rip rap on Left Bank and bed of 
channel

89 No change Mon Mon TP 60x2x1

Anderson Main 0+480 BB CF3 Chainlink fence crosses creek 
creating fish/debris barrier

7 Minor debris accumulation, some posts are broken. Remove M TP boundary 0.1X20X1.5

Anderson Main 0+630 BB LJ-11-4 - 11 Small logs across creek, creek not completely blocked Mon Mon TP? 6X6X1

Anderson Main 0+940 RB SF-11-1 - 19 Small slough, may cause partial blockage of creek. Mon Mon TP? 7X4X3
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Appendix C  
Figures 

Site Plan - 1 
Site Plan NE Quadrant - 2 

Site Plan NW Quadrant - 3 
Site Plan SE Quadrant - 4 
Site Plan SW Quadrant - 5 
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